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{NST,"NTUTE VTSI{}N
"To be a pref'emecJ institution in Engineering Education by aohieving excellence in teaching ancl

resealch and to retnain as a source of pric'le for its contmitlxelrl ro holistic development of individual
atrd societ;i'"

tNSTIT|[T-E {8n*
"'lo continuously sfrive 1or the overall developnrent of str.rclents, educating them in a state-ot:the-art-

infrastructure" by retaining the best practices. people ancl insirire them to imbibe real time problem

solving skills" leadership qtraiities. human values and societal commitrnents, so that they emerge as

t:ompetent professionals"

E) Fl E3 A HdT' IVE il n* T (} F M E C F[ A Ntr CA E-, E N G I NE E Rn N G

WSTON

"To be the centre of excellence in providing education in the field of Mechanical Engineering to

produce technically competent and socially responsible engineering graduates"

.x,'l {."i:l{{}X;

"Educating stuclents 10 prepare them fbr prof'essional conrpctcncies in the broarcler ar.eas o1' the

Mechanical lingincelirtg licld bf incLrlcating analytical skills. researcll abilities apcl cr.rcouragipg

cultLtt'e o1'continr"totts leanrittg lbr solving L'eal lirle problems usirrg moclern tools"
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The Gratluates n,ill be nhlc to
PEOI: Acclr"rire core conrpctctrcc irr Applic:d Science. N'latlrerratics iurd Mechanical Engineering

firnclaurentals to cxcel in prot'cssional calcer ancl hiqhel stuclr

PE02: Design. cletnoustrirte trnd turirl1'zc the mectranical systeurs s'hrch are usetul tt'l socictr .

PEO3: Maintairr prolessional & ethrcal values. enrplovabilitl skills. multidisciplinarl,trpproach & an abititl
to rcalize ctt-t-tittccrirtg issrtcs to [rroaclcr social conlcrl b_r,en:,lrp.itrg in lif'elong lcarning.

Ilrogra nt h ;ler i tir { } u x r* :r r r-'s i I' i4i': s )

PSOI: Ablc to appll thc basic plinciples of N'lechanical E,nginci:r'ing in variorrs practical flelds to solve
societal pt'oblerns by engaginu thenrsclvcs in nrany state/national ler,,elpro.jects.

PSO2: Able to anall-ze ancl clcsign basic nrcc:ltanical sl,stenr using rclcvant tools and techlticlues.
PSO3: Able to r-csolve conlcr.nlt()rar-r' issues ol'incltrstries through indLrstn institule interaction and alurnrri

social ltetrlorks

k" s:ttgs' *r,n { }r; trr;Ire *, tP t" "e s}

POI: Engineering knowletlge- Appl-u- the knowleclge of'rnatheuurfics. science. engineering firrrdarnentals,
altd alt engineeritru spccialization to lhe solLrtion o1-complex errgineeling probleurs.

PO2: Pt'oblem analysis- lclentif-r. fortnLtlate. review research literature, and analyze complex engineering
probletns reaching substantiatecl conclusions Lrsing first principles of nrathematics, natuml sciences. and
erl gl rlee fl lr g scl clnCCS

Po3:Desigrt/dcvelopment ol'solutinns- [)esi-sn solLrtions lor corrrplex errgineering pr-oblens ancl design
syslent cotlpoltents ot'processes tlrat tneet the specifiecl necrls r,iith applttpliatc consicieratiorr tbr the
pLrblic hcalth ancl sal'etv. ancl the cultLrrnl. socielal. and cnvirorirrrcrrtal crrnsiclclations

PO4:Condn ct investigirtions ol'complex problcms- LJse researclr-basecl knolvleclge and researclr nrethods
inclLrclirrg desigrr ol-erpcrirncnls. anahsis ancl interpretation ol'clata. alrcl s-vnthesis of the inforrlation tcr

plor, idc valicl conc I r-rsions

PO-f.'Modcrn tool ltsage- Creztle. sclect. and appl1, itppropriate tecltniclues, resorlrces. and rnodern

engineering and l-l- tools incltrclin,t predictiort ancl nrodeling to complcr engineering activities with an

unclerstirncl ing of the I i nr itations

PO6:T'he engineer and societt- Appll reasonin-s informecl by the contextLral kuou,leclge to assess societal,
healtlr. safbty, legal ancl cLtltural issucs arrcl tlre conseclrrcnt rcsponsitrilitics relevarrt to the professional
engrneenng practrce.

PO7:[.nvirttnment:rntl sustainabilitl'- Lrndersltrnd the impact of tlre profcssional engineerin-9 solutions in

societal and envir-or.tnrental contexts. and clenrcrnstrate tlre linouledge o1. and nced firr sLrstainablc

dcveloprnent.

PO8:Ethics- Appll ethical plinciplcs ancl conrn.rit to prol-essional cthics ancl rcspolrsibilitics and norms of
tltc cttgi ttccritt S. plrret ier:.

PO9;lntliyidual and teanr u'orli- [rrrnction e['l'ectivelv as an in,]ivicltral. ancl as a ntenrbcr or leader in

cliversc tcanrs. ancl in rrtrlticlisciplinirrr settincs.

POl0:Communication- Corturuni0ate etl'ectivell orr conrplcr r'n:inccriuq netir ilies r,r,itlr the cltgineering
con'rnrtrnill,ancl with sooiet,r, at largc. srrch as. bcing ablc to eornplelrenii aud u,rite eff'ective rcports and

design cjocunrentation, nrake ell'eclive prcscntations. ancl -uive,rncl receir,'e clear irrstructions.
POII: Project managcnreltf antl I'inance- [)enronstrate knor.r'lcclgc and Lrnclelsttrnding of the en-girreeriug

and rrnnagement prilrciples and appll'these to one's o\r,lr u',.rrli, as a nrember and leader in a tear.n, to

rnanagc prqecls ancl irr multicliscipIinary errr iltrnrr.rcuts.

P012:Life-long learning- llccogrrize the ncccl for. and have tirc preparation and ability to engage in
independent and lif-e-lon-u learning in the broac'lest contexl o1'lcclrnological change.
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sl.

No.
Topic Page No.

1 \iisiorr ancl N{ission ll

2 PEOs. PSOs ancl [)Os llt

-) Str.rclents I Jclp Des[<

4 l)erpzu-tlr cnlal Resou rce s \l

5 Teachirrg Facuit.v Detail s vrl

6 Acacl enr ic Clal enila r'

7 Schenre of -l'caching & Lrxarnination x

Theory Course Plan

1

Complex r\nal vs i s. Probabi I it1,' & Slatti stical
Mcthotls N luthernrrtics

iIJN4AT4] 1-8

2 Appl i ccl TherLnoclvnar-nics lltN4E42 9-r8

J Fluid Nlechanics r8ME4-l 19-28

4 Kinernatics of Machi nes 18ME44 29-38

5 Metal cr-rtting ancl lbrrning ItiME4,5.\ 39-11

6 Computer Aided N4achinc [)rar,i ing 1uMIt46,\ 4-s-56

Laboratory - Course PIan and Viva Questions

7 Material -I'esting 
lab IIiMEI,4TA 5 7-(r0

8 Workshop ancl Machine Shop Practice 1IJMEL48A 61-64
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s.

N.
Additional Responsibility Contact Person

Fa cu lt St rff
I Attestations, Dcp1. ct lnstittrlc Worli tIOD

it,,t. in Rtur'

Sri V (i Redi
2 PC Coolclintrtor/ Resezrrch Clentrc Ilead S* R-M Hrl*il*,|,
J I I I coordir.rator' ( INDUSTRY ) Prof. G A Naik Sri S C Jotauar
4. t I I coordinator (INTIT,RNSH I P) l)ro1. R. V Chitgopkar S. R B l(Lrmbar

5.
Class Teac hers I n-charges

Prol'.GANaili(lVA) S M S KLrrani

_tryr, U411_lp!!qg 1!v ql s'i R B I(Lrrnbar
Prol-. M. M. Shivashirlpi (Vl A) S R M I tunchr.'ali
ProI t S Varrdali tVl Bt Sri. S R Nakadi
Prot. S. Il. Avr,ade ( V llt A) Sri S C Jotawar
I']rot. A M Biradar ( \/lll B ) Sri. M B Badiger

6 Record Roonr Cooldi nator' Prof. S. B. Ar,vade Sr M S Kurani
1. I A Tesl Coordinalor' Plot. S. B. Awade/Pr of. A M Biradar S M ll Bad

8 Sem i nar/Plo.j ec:t Coorcl i nalo r Prol-. N.M LJkliali/ Plol-. B M. [)odarrrani Sr
Sr

N4 t3 lladiger,i
S C.lotawar

() Facr,rlrl, / AICTL/t.lC/ Sriil'1- Actir ities Prot. B M. Dodarnarrr A InstrtLctors
0. StLrd ent A ctivities/Feecl bacl< Cloo rd i n al o r Prof. .lagdeesh A
l AIMSS Cooldintrtor l,"l Y.\Llhivashirnpi/Prol-. M R lnralagi Sri. M B Badilrer
) NBA Cooltlinalor Prof. S. A. Coudadi

J. []xtra CLrrricLi lar/ [tidrrcti on C]oold inator' Prol. l S Vandali

4 Dept. Mceting Proceedings Coordinalor Pro1. l( (l Arnbli
5. PhD.EMS/ Ne.uls Lettel Coordinator Pro1. M. M. Shivashirnpi

6 Choicc ol l-lectivcs
Dr. S N. foppannavur.
Prof. D. N lnarlclar'
Prof. T. S. Vandali

t1 EMS Coolclinator Prof. S. B. Arr,adei Prof'. N.M.Lll<kali,'
Plot-. M R lngatagi

8 T P Cell Coorclinator' Prof. R V NvarnagoLtd Sri S R. Nakadi
9 Alurnni Cooldinator. Prof. M A Hipparagi

20 Robo Vidys Coolclirrator I)r'of'. A M [Jiradal Sr C Badigcr
2t Departrrent Library Coord inator Sli. l\4ahantesh I'auotli Sr R M llLrnchvali
22 '[irre Table/[S'I E C]oorclinator Prol. C. V. Chiniualrir'
23 CATE Coor.clirrator H.O.D
24 \.yf !-.1191/1"_._!LVggq4q4 oo rd i rI a to r. t)rof. S R I(Lrll<arnii l)rof. M S lulane
25 Centla I Cql nlgll,l-gtg!!!1r na1o r' ( Dep1. ) IIOD ct CIass Tcaclri'is
26 Dispcnsar'1, Dr ArLrn Ci Bullannrrr,ar - Ccll No 9449 14154 a)

stifute L,es'*li

0l NBANIRF Cloordinator' Pro1. D N. hrarndar'1()r9)208980)
02 Student We lfare Cor.rvcncr ['r'of-. S. B. Ali.kole (94804:2508)
03 llostel \ /ardcn I(SCST Coordinator Prof. M S Futane (7E2961 I609)
04 AICTE/ IIosteI Asst. Warclen C--oolclinator I)r. l(. M. Akkoli (9131)l l,+856)
05 TP ClellCooldinator Prof'. N. M. Patel (9139619661)
06 An Ragging Convener Prof. M. S. Frrtane (9480849334)
01 Anti Sclrad Convener Dr. K. M. Akkoli \e7391148-56)
OB Anti Sexual [Jarasslnent Convener Pro[. S. S. Karnate (9008696825)
09 G rievtrnce Redressal Clorrr,'ener Prof. G. A. Nail< (9180539283)
t0 lnstitute Nervs & prrblicitv Prof'. Mahesh Hipparagi (74I 1507405)
1l First Year Coordinator Dr. S. N. Toppannavar (9945082054

fu { r.c rl o: zs t W fi *$ n: &3 *yE"
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Departmeut oIMechanical Engineering r,vas establishcd in the ycar 199(r and is housed i, a total area

of 25821.5 Sq. Meters.

Faculty Position
sl.

No
Categor_v No. in position Avcrage

cxpcricncc

1
'['eachin g l'acr-rlt1, 24 t7

2
'l-echnica[ stall' 11 14

J llelpcr / Peons 0_s 09

Laboratories

S.N. Name of the laboratorv' Area in
Sq. Meters

Amount Invested
(Rs.)

I Basic Workshop l-aboratorl' 110 427 698
2 Irluicl Mechanics Maclrinerr' [-aboraton 172 77 59!6.75
a
-) Energv Conversion Frngg. l-aborzrtol'l 173 1273803.2

4 N4achine shop [-aboratory,' t7o L372566.5

5 Foundry & I,orgin-r{ l.aboratorl, 179 318787 .11

6 Design l,aboratorl,' /) 36s861.00
7 IIeat & Mass Trausf.er l-aboraton, 14u 52457 6

8 Matcrial'I'csti ng Laboratorl, 149 1,1,02945.2

I Mcchanical Measurcntents & Metrolog-v Laborator-.v 95 548011,.75

10 CIM & ALrtomation/C'AMA Laboratory 66 37 20223.1.

11 Corrputer Aided Machine Drau'ing l,aboratorl, 66 2013811.5
l2 Clompulel Aidcd Engg Drarr,,ing [-aborator.l' 66 1,437796.3

13 Departnrent/Otl-rer 2025039.2

'f otal 1527 Ls907370.6L
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s.N. Faculty Name Designation Qualification Area of specialization
Professiona I

I ndustry
Experience
(in years)

Teaching

Experience
(in years)

Cgntact
Nos.

I )r S C'Kanratc 'r incipltl 'lr [) I hcr-nrel(('oucLtcratiorr )
.I.,M]SI 

E 0-l ')6 9:18()ti19ji I

') )r S A,\lLrr l) lr l) I lrirnlrJ I)orr cr | .ngg LMISl I:

-.1 )r ll \,1 Shrryrrr l-ltcrntel l)0N'cr l:n9g 0 )o 974 I 48i3t9

I Dr S N lopilnril\in '\rsoc l)rrtlcssor M lcch (['h I)) I hcrfiral Polrcr I.ngu I,MIS'TF] 0l i! q4824;102-l i

) )rol. l) N Irranrrlar \sso l)rolL'ssrl \4 l'cch (l']h D) 0ll 9a9 t 20[19U0

)r li ivl Al<kolr \sso l)rolissor \,1 I cch (l,h [)) I herrnal l'ou cr [lngg I,N4 IS I I: l5 11 97i9 r r4856

7 'roI T{ K C'hitgopliar \sst Professor \4 Tech I-ltcr rnal l)orrcr Jlngg I,MISTI] t5 26 9ti8607()175

8 )rol.(i A Naik Vl i'e ch )rod Ltcliolt lVlarlltqcrrrcill I,MIS II] 0) 9:+8 ()-i i9283

() l'rol. (l \' ('hinirvalar Asst Prolessor r,1 I'ech Nlechinc [)esign LMISI-F] irl 8i62:li61r1

l0 l)rol l\lS l:u1an.' r4 Tech
( ()llrpLrter Intcsretdd
[\,lirn rr lhcl rrr rn l L N,1tS 1 I 0l I 9164 t050-r5

lt 'rol. I S \anrlali sst Prolcssor \l lech Nluchinc [)e:ign 85

12 V Tech r0 9:14 8I766112

r3 \fl S R l<,ulkarrri \4 lcclr l)csign l.nlinccring )0 8r2r66169?

l4 )rol' N4 N'l Sltir ashinrpr I hcrntal l)or.icr l:nlg I,]V{1S'] I: 0 08 911)t91 tll

l5 )ro[. M A tlipputrgi Vl l'cch (l'h l)) )rotlLrclion l'ccJrrrologr 02 01 71 I I i0140:

t6 'rol. ,\ Nl Tlirrrdar Vl I cch VllLchinc Desigrr 02 t) ,. 99U6 r t770i

t7 'rol. h (l ,'\rubli M Tech (Ph D) I.,MIS'I'E lJ 0(

IJ \4 I cch Vlachirte dcsicn I .\.11S I I l\

t9 )r o(.Nlahail1csh'l flrodi s:t l)rolessor v4 Tech r4aclrirrc dcsisn 961 l9q88tl

20 )rol. N Nl l;klirrl \4 l-cclr r4achine Dcsign LMtS'I'E Lr.l 96201i1.t99

21 M Il lnaqalirsi \4 'l cch hcrnrirl l)0$cr l:nglg (t4 9741ll6rls0r

22 )rol'. lagatloc:h A r'l'['cclr I-MISI'E 05 9()01 li,+7 7 7+

)3 l'rol. Il. V Nr.arragoud r4 l-cch l'herntal l)orrcr L.ngg l.lvllS I Il (t4 99641i22.+9.t

24 Prol'll l\1 I)odarranr \1 I cch 07 95i5417575
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4'd Semester "B" division
IV SEMESTER

Cou rse

and

Course

Code

Course Title

9Po

GO
oO
F Oy

OE

Teaching HoLrrs Examination

E
E.e
U

oIo l'l

-6

o
f
F

G

o
il-L

c6
.9:
E s-E
lo

o

U
o

:
o

U
U

o

f
o
F

L T P

B5C 18MAT41 Mathematics Mathemati
c5

2 2 03 40 60 100 3

PCC 18M E42 Applied Thermodynamics 3 2 03 40 60 100 4

PCC 18M 843 Fluid Mechanics 3 0 03 40 60 100 3

PCC 18 M 844 Kinematics o1 Machines 3 0 03 40 60 100 3

PCC 18M E45A Metal cutting and forming 3 0 03 40 60 100 3

18M E45 B Metal Casting and Welding

PCC 18t\4E464 or Corlput€r Alded Machine Drawing/ 1 4

03 40 60 100 318 M E46B Mechanical Measurements and

Metrology
3 0

PCC 18MEL47A / Materla Testrne lab
) 2 03 40 60 100 218 M E L47B Mechanical Measurenrents and

Metrology lab

PCC

18M E L48A

Workshop and Machine Shop

Practict, 1rnn..r nt r trris, rnc [ta. ] .rnE) 2 2 03 40 60 100 2

18M E 148 B Foundry, Forging and Welding lab

OR

18CPH49 Constitrrtion oI lndia, Protessional
Ethics and Cyber Law

1 03 40 60

VTLI Schcme
IV SEMESTER

Cou rse

and
Course
Code

Course Title

EP

3P&E
F-oE o_

Teaching Hc,u r5
Examination

:
!

>ts69
.9
o

F -!
o

U
U

F>

L T P

BSC 18MAT4 1 Mathenratlr:s Mdthenrat (5 2 03 40 60 100 3

PCC 18M E42 Appiied I her rnodynarnrcs 3 03 40 60 100 4

PCC 18M E43 F uid Mechdfics 3 0 03 40 60 100 3

PCC 18ME44 Kinernatics o{ Nlac rlfes 3 0 03 40 60 100 3

PCC 18ME45A Metal ruttr rg and fornri rg l 0 03 40 60 100 3

18ME45B Meta Castrng and \A/e1d ng

PCC 18ME464 or Co rpLrter A decl Machtne l.)raw ng/ 1

03 40 60 100 318M E46 B Mechairrcal Nleasurenreilts and

M e tro logV
3 0

PCC 18MEL47A or Mateilal Testing lab
) 2 0l 40 60 100 2

1 8M E L47B Mechanlcal Measurements and
Metrologv ab

PCC

18M E L48A

Workshop and Machine Shop Practtce
(r on'i\l\ ol l-rllr,)9, drd Mdchrn 1g) 2 2 03 40 60 100 2

18MEL48B FoundrV, Forging and Welding lab

I

18 (vK49/49 Vyavaharika Kannacla (Kannada for
communicatlon)/

I]SMC

2 100 100 1

18KA K49/4 9 Aadalltha Kannada rr.,,(a.,ndr,r^r,(.,)

o
18C P H49 Cofstrtutron of lndia, Professlona EthLCs

and Cyber Law

1 03 40 60

Fxanrrnatior is by objective [ype questions

TOTAL
l7 10

dR 04
24 420 480

900 24OR OR OR OR

19 '1"4 27 360 540
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Course COMPLEX ANALYSIS, PROBABILITY AND STATISTICAL METHODS
Course Code 18MAT41 IA Marks 40

Number of Lecture Hrs / Week 04 Exam Marks 60
Total Number of Lecture Hrs 50 Exam Hours 03

CREDITS_ 03

ACULTY DETAILS:
ame:Prof. S. I. Shivamoggimath ion: Asst. Prof'essor

o. oftimes course tausht: 05 ialization: Mathematics

Sl. No Branch Semester Subiect

0l Mechanical Enqineerin g lI Engineerin g Mathematics-III

o To develop probability distribution of discrete, continuous random variables andioint probability
ccurring in digital signal processing, design engineering and microwave engineering.

Course Outcomes
Having successfully completed this course, the student will be able to drar.v and use modeling software's to

generate

Course Outcome POs

col Jse the concepts of analytic function and complex potentials to solve the problems arising in
Jlectromagnetic fi eld theory.

1,2,3,12

co2 Jtilize conformal transformation and complex integral arising in aerofoil theory, fluid flow
Vi sualization and image processing.

1,2,3.12

co3 {pply discrete and continuous probability distributions in analyzing the probability models
rrising in engineering field.

1,2,3.12

c04
\4ake use of the correlation and regression analysis to fit a suitable mathematical model forthe
itatistical data.

1,2,3,t2

cos onstruct joint probability distributions and demonstrate the validity of testing the hypothesis. t,2,3,12

Total Hours of instruction 50

Prerequisite Subj ects :
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MODULE-I
Calculus of complex functions: Review of function of a complex variable, limits, continuity, and ditferentiability. Analytic
functions: Cauchy-Riemann equations in Cartesian and polar forms and consequences.

Construction of analytic functions: Milne-Thomson method-Problems. (10 Hours)

MODULE-II
Conformal transformations: Introduction Discussion of transfbrmations w = 22.w = e',w = , +)
(z+ 0).Bilinear transformations- Problems.
Complex integration: Line integral of a complex function-Cauchy's theorem and Cauchy's integral formula and \
Problems. (10 Hours)

MODULE-III
Probability Distributions: Review ofbasic probability theory. Random variables (discrete and continuous).
Probability mass/density functions. Binomial, Poisson, exponential and normal distributions- probiems
(No derivation for mean and standard deviation)-lllustrative examples. (10 Hours)

MODULE-IV
Statistical Methods: Correlation ancl regression-Karl Pearson's coefficient ofcorrelation and rank correlation
-problems. Regression analysis- lines of regression -problems.
Curve Fitting: Curve fitting by the method of least squares- fitting the curves of the form-.

/ = ax+b,y - axb and! = axz *bx* c (lOHours)

MODULE-V
Joint probability distribution: Joint Probabilitl, distribution tbr tu'o discrete random variables. expectation

and covariance.
Sampling Theory: lntroduction to sampling distributions. standard error, T1'pe-l and Type-ll errors. Test of
Hypothesis tbr means, student's t-distribution, Chi-square distribution as a test of goodness ol tit. (10Hours)

Relevance to future subjects

Relevance to Real World

SI
No

Semester Subject Topics

01 Common
to all

Common to all engineering
Subiects

Signal and Analysis, Field Theory. Thermodynanrics, Fluid
Dvnamics etc

SL.No Real World Mappins
01 Calculus of complex functions is used to solve engineering problems. For examples rvill be drawn liom a

variety of engineering problems, including heat transfer, vibrations, d.vnarnics. fluid mechanics, etc.

02 Probability Distributions used to design and Analysis of algorithm, interpreting data, Machine learning

and artificial intelliqence
03 Sampling Theory are used in design engineering, Sensors, image scanning, electricity generation &

Quality of the products
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Sl. No Delivery Tvpe Details
01 Tutorial Topic: Samplins Theory

Books Used and Recommended to Students

Text Books
l. B.S. Crewal: Higher Engineering Mathematics, Khanna Publishers, 44'h Edition, 2017.

2. E. Kreyszig: Advanced Engineering Mathematics, John Wiley & Sons, 10,', Edition,2016

3. Srimanta Pal et al: Engineering Mathematics, Oxford Universit],Press , 3'u Edition,2016
Reference Books
L N.P.Bali and Manish Goyal: A Text Book of Engineering Mathematics, Laxmi Pubtishers, 2014.
2. B.V.Ramana: "Higher Engineering Mathematics" Tata McGraw-Hill, 2006.
3. C. Ray Wylie,Louis C.Barrett: Advanced Engineering ,Mathematics, McGrarv-Hill .6trr E,dition 1995
4. S.S.Sastry: lntroductory Methods of Numerical Analysis, Prentice Hall of lndia 4,' Edition 2010
5. Chandrika Prasad and Reena Garg : Advanced Engineering ,Mathematics, Khanna Publishing, 201 8
6. H. K. Dass and Er. RajnishVerma: "Higher Engineerig Mathematics", S. Chand publishing, lst edition, 2011
Additional Study material & e-Books

t . N.P.Bali & Manish.Goyal, A Text book of Engineering Mathematics, 7th edition, Laxmi Fublications.

Website and Internet Contents References

1 . http://nptel.ac. in/courses.php?disciplinel D:1 1 1

2. http ://rvwww.khanacademy. ory'
3. http://www.class-central. ath

ines/Journals Used and Recommended to Students

Sl.No Maqazines/Journals website
1 f Plus Magazine https://pl us.maths.org/issue44.
2 Mathematics Magazine www.mathematicsmagazine.com

Examination Note

Internal Assessment: 40 Marks
Theoretical aspects as well as relevant sketches should be dlarvn neatly.
Scheme of Evaluation for Internal Assessment (30 Marks)
(a) lnternal Assessment test in the same pattern as that olthe main examination

(All the three Internal Tests marks considered): 30Marks.
(b) Assignments: 10 Marks

Gap Analysis and Mitigation
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SCHEME OF EXAMINATION:

Question paper Pattern :

Note: -The SEE question paper will be set for 100 marks and the marks will be proporlionately reduced to 60'

1. The question paper will have ten full questions carrying equal marks'

2. Each full question consisting of 20 marks'

3. There will be two full questions (with a maximum of four sub questions) from each module"

4. Each full question will have sub question covering all the topics under a module'

5. The students will have to answer five full questions, selecting one full question from each module"

(- Deliwerv Plan

Content of Lecturer
oh of

PortionModule Lecture No.

20
MODULE 1

1 Review of a function of a complex vanable, rmlts, v' J

2 @i"*ann equation in cartesian fbrm

roblems3

4 auchy-Riemann equ4ron r njglg-lgll
5 lroblems

ronstruction of analYtic functions6

7 Prooerlies of Cauchy-Riemann equatiot

8 Problems

9 Milne-Thomson method

10

z0MODULE 2

1l
12 Discussion of Transtbrmations, "':'+ ( I / ')'
13 lilinear translbrmations
l4 lroblems
15 3omplex I ine integrals-Cauch>'j 1!S9"!1
l6 Cauchy's integrai formula

t7 Problems
18 lesidue. poles

19 Sauchy's Residue theorem

20 Problems
i

20
MODULE 3

21

22 )robability mass/density f unctions

2-1 Binomial distribution.

24 Ploblems

Poisson distribution.25

26 Problems

27 Exoonential di stribution'

28 )roblems,

29 ',lormal distributions.

30 lroblems.

2A

i

MODULE 4

31 Statistical Methods: Reviell o! rnSsltilg! q rgn JPg

)z lorrelation-Karl Pearson's coelllcient ot corretatton

33

34

35

Problems.36

JI :u.re nttine bY the method o@
38 )rohlems

Surve fitting by the method ot least squcres

Problems
- 

Exy:ae39

40

*-- ---- 4

1 

-

of least squares, of the
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MODULE 5

4t toint Probability distribution for two discrete random variables

20

42 xpectation, covariance.
43 lamplins & Samplins distributions
44 ;tandard error, test ofhypothesis tbr means and proportions
45 ronfidence limits for means

46 lroblems.
47 tudent' s tdistri bution
48 )roblems.

49 3hi-square distribution as a test of goodness of fit.

50 lroblems

QUESTION BANK

MODULE-1: Calculus of complex functions
l. Derive Cauchy-Riemann equations in the Car-tesian form.

2. Derive Cauchy-Riemann equations in the Polar form.

3. P.Tiff(z)=u*ivisananalyticthenthef'amilyolcurvesu(x,y)=C1 ,v(x,y):C2,C1 &C2being

Constants, intersect each other orthogonally

4. S.T w : logz, zl 0 is analytic A finAff.

5. Find the analytic lunction f(z) as a function of z given that the sum of its real & imaginary parts is

6. x3 + y3 + 3xy(x - y)

7. Determine the analytic function Whose imaginary part is r2cos20

8^ Determine the analytic function Whose real purt it ]1y!+

9. Find the analytic function f(z): u+iv given u-v: e'(cosy-siny)

r0. rf f (z) anatlaic show thrnl# + fillf fal' = +lf 'Q)l'

MODULB-2 : Conformal tra nsformations

1. Discuss the conformal transformation of w = zz

2. Discuss the conformal transformatton of w = ez

3. Find the bilinear transformation which rnap the points z: 1, i, -i under this transformation find the image
of lzl <l .

4. Find the bilinear transformation which maps z: oo,i,0 into w:-1,-i,1. Also find the pts of transformation

5. State & prove Cauchy integral Theorem.

6. Verify Cauchy's theorem for the function f(z): z2 where c is the square having vertices

7. (0,0),(1,0),(1,1) & (0,1)

8. Evaluate !* a, over each of the following contours C, a) z :2n , b)lzi:xl2 , c) lz-1 :1z+lft

9. State & prove Cauchy integral Theorem.
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MODULE-3 : Probability Distributions
1. Find the mean & variance of Binomial distribution.

2. The marks of 1000 students in an examination follows in a normal distribution with mean 70 & SD 5. Find the number
ofstudentswhosemarkswill be i)lessthan65, ii)morethanT5& iii) berween 65&75.

3. The ty mass function of a variate X is

X=xr 1
1 0 I 2 3

p(x) 01 K 02 UK 03 k

4. Find i)ThevalueofK, ii) p(x<0), iii)p(x>1)iv)p(-Z <n <1)
5. If 10% ofthe rivets produced by a machine are defective, find the probability that, out of I 2 rivets chosen at random.

6. S.T mean & standard deviation ofexponential distribution are equal.

7. Inatestof 2000electricbulbs,itwasfoundthatthelifeof abulbisanormal variablervithavelagelileof 2040hours&
standarddeviationof60hours.Estimatethenumberofbulbstoburnfori)Morethan2l50 hours,ii)lessthanl950
hours, Given thatp[ 0 SzS 1.83] : 0.4664& p[ 0 S z< 1.33] : 0.4082.

8. 2%oofthefusionmanufacturedbyafirmarefbundtobedet'ective.Findtheprobabilitythata boxcontaining200 luses
contains i) no defective fuse , ii) 3 or more defective fuses.

9. In length of a telephone conversation is an exponential vitiate with mean 3 minutes. Find the probability that call i)
ends in less than 3 minutes , ii) takes between 3 to 5 minutes.

10. Suppose that the student IQ scores tbrm a normal distribution with average 100 & standard deviation 20. Find the
percentage ofstudents whose (i) score less than 80 (ii) score niore than 120 (iii) score talls betrveen 80 & 120 (C I
P(1)-0.3413 )

11. In a certain tor.vn the duration of a shor.ver is exponentialll' distributed r.vith mean 5 m inutes rlhat is

the probability that a shower'"vill least tbr i) 10 minutes or more. ii) less than 10 minutes, iii) betn 10 min & l2 min

12. The probability that a person aged 60 years lvill live upto 70 is 0.65. rvhat is the probability that out of 10 persons aged
60 atleast 7 of them will live upto 70.

MODULE-4: Statistical Methods

1) Find and x and y for the folloiving data

2) Find the coefficient ofcorrelation for the following data.

correlation coef fl ci ent.

Curve Fitting and Optimization:
I ) Find the equation ofthe best fitting straight line for the data

the correlation coefficient and )n hnes and x
x 1 2 J 4 5

v 2 5 J 8 7

x l0 14 18 22 26 30

v l8 t2 24 6 30 36
Com the rank correlation coefllcient fbr the tbllowins data

x 68 64 75 50 64 80 75 40 55 64

v 62 58 68 45 81 60 68 48 50 70
'en students got the fbllowing % of marks in trvo subjects x and y. Compute their rank

Marks nx 78 36 98 25 75 82 90 62 65 39
Marks NY 84 51 9l 60 68 62 86 58 53 47

tion ot t best stra
x 0 1 2 J 4

v 9 8 24 28 26 20

a
w
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p 100 120 140 160 180 200

v 0.45 0.55 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.85

2) A simply supporled beam carries a concentrated load p at its midpoint corresponding to various
Values of p the maximum deflection y is measured & is given below

Find the law of the tbrm y : a+bp & hence estimate y when p: 150.
3) Fi

from the follorving data

test the goodness of tit given

oft a second besttitv:a*bx*cx
x 10 1.5 20 25 30 35 40
v ll t3 16 20 27 34 41

a second +bx*c n the least square sense for the fbllorving datasquale

a least square geometric curve y =ax
x 1 2 J 4 5

v 05 20 45 80 12.5

6) The vol is given by the fotlowing tablev across a capacitor at time t sec

t 0 2 4 6 8

150 63 28 t2 56
Use the method of least square of to fit a curve of the form v: aektto this data

MODULE-S: Joint probability distribution:
1. Explainthefollowingtermsi)Null hvpothesis, ii)Level ofsignificance,iii)Typel&llerrors,

iv) Confidence limits.

2. A sample of 100 days is taken from meteorological records ofceftain districts & t0 ofthem are found

to be fussy. Find the 99.73 % confidence interval of the % of fussy days in the distinct.

3. A certain stimulus administered to each of the 12 patients resulted in the fbllowing blood pressure

5,2,8,-l ,3,0,6,-2,1,5,0,4, can it be calculated that stimulus will increase the blood pressure ?

[t 6 p5 for 1ld.f: 2.201)

4. A die was thrown 9000 times & a throw of 5 or 6 rvas obtained 3240 times. On the assumption of random throwing, do
the data abdicate that the die is biased?

5. A random sample of 100 records deaths in past year showed an a\/erage Iif-e span of 71.8 years. Assuming a population
standard deviation of 8.9 years, does the data indicated that average life span today is greater than 70 years? Use a 0.05
level of significance.

6. ln 324 throws of a six faced die, an odd number turned up l8l times. Is it reasonable to think that the die is an unbiased
one?

7. Four coins are tossed 100 times &the follou'ing results u'ere obtained

Fit a Binomial distribut

No. of Heads 0 1 2 J 4

Frequencies 29 36 25 5

the data &
x'o o, = 9'49 for 4 d'f

Findthestudent's't'forthefollor.vingvariablevaluesinasampleofeight -4,-2,-2,0,2,2,3,3takingthe meanofthe
universe to be zero.

A coin was tossed 400 times & the head turned up 216 times. Test the hypotheses that the coin is in biased at 5% level
significance.

A die was thrown 1200 times & the nurnber 6 rvas obtained 236 times. Can the die be considered tair at level of
significance?

ng

8

9

10
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a -1 4 5

1 0.1 02 0 03
2 02 OI 01 0

ll. ThejointprobabilitydistributionfortworandomvariablesXandyisasgivenbelow.

Find the rnarginal distrib 6 r.
12.The Joiinlprobabi lity distri bution of two

Y
x -4 2 7

I 1/8 U4 1/8
5 U4 l/8 1t8

geqdom variables X and y is as follows

string ofheads occurring. Find thejoint distriburion tunction oiX ano i.

l3.Determine (i) Marginardistribution of X & y (ii) E(x) . E(y) and E(xy) (iii) cov (Xy) (iv)p(xy).

'* ^.,T:'""":i;:l::'^":^ij.,T:''.t,_"1 I -d:l:,..:.,1:number 
orheads occurring and let y denotes the longest

July 2019

Prof. S. I. Shivamoeteimath Prof. S. L. Patil
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Subiect Title APPLIED THERMODYNAMICS
Subject Code l8ME42 IA Marks 40
No of Lecture Hrs * Tutorials Hrs / Week 03L+027 Exam Marks 60
Total No of Lecture + Tutorial Hrs 50 Exam Hours 03

CREDITS- 04

ACULTY DETAILS:
ame: Dr. B.M. Shrieir : Professor/ HOD rience : 21 Years
o. of times course taught: 05 lization : Thermal Power Engineering
ame: Prof. M. M. Shivashim tion: Assistant Professor Experience: l2 Years

of times course taueht: l0

Sl. No Branch Semester Sub.iect

0l Mechan ical Ensineerins. I,II&III Engineering Mathematics, Elements of Mechanical Enss.
02 Mechanical Ensineerins III Basic Thermodynamics

To understand the applications of the first and second laws of Thermodynamics to various gas processes
and cycles.
To understand fundamentals of I. C. Engines, Construction and working Principle of an Engine and Compare
Actual, Fuel-Air and Air standard cycle Performance.
To study Combustion in SI and CI engines and its controlling factor in order to extract maximum power.
To know the concepts of testing of I. C. Engines and methods to estimate Indicated, Brake and
Frictional Power and efficiencies.
To understand theory and performance Calculation of Positive displacement compressor.
To understand the concepts related to Refrigeration and Air conditioning.
To get conversant with Psychrometric Charts, Psychrometric processes, human comfort conditions.

2.

l.

J.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Having successfully completed this course, the student will be able to

Course Outcome Cognitive
Level

POs

c2t7.t Apply thermodynamic concepts to analyze the performance of gas power cycles
and Understand combustion of fuels and performance of I C engines. L2,L3 POl,P02,P04,

PO6.PO7,POl2
c217.2 Apply thermodynamic concepts to analyze the performance of gas power cycles

including propulsion systems. L3
POl,P02,P04,

PO7,POl2
c217.3 Apply thermodynamic concepts to analyze the performance of vapor power

cycles. L3
POl,P02,P04,

PO7,POtz
c2r7.4 Jnderstand the principles and applications of refrigeration systems. Appll

lhermodynamic concepts to determine performance parameters of refrigeration
md air-conditioning systems.

L2,L3
POl,P02,P04,

P06.PO7,POl2

c2t7.s Jnderstand the working principle of Air compressors and Steam nozzles
rpplications, relevance of air and identif, methods for performance improvement. L2,L3

POl,P02,PO3,
PO6,POl2

Total Hours of instruction 50 Hours

Page 1

1.0
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Module - I
Air standard cycles: Carnot, Otto, Diesel, Dual and Stirling cycles, p-v and T -s diagrams, description, efficiencies and
mean effective pressures. Comparison of Otto and Diesel cycles.
I.C.Engines: Classification of IC engines, Combustion of SI engine and CI engine, Detonation and factors affecting
detonation, Performance analysis of I.C Engines, Heat balance, Morse test, IC Engine fuels, Ratings and Alternate Fuels.l0
Hours

Module -II
Gas power Cycles: Gas turbine (Brayton) cycle; description and analysis. Regenerative gas turbine cycle. Intercooling and

reheating in gas turbine cycles. Introduction to Jet Propulsion cycles.l0 Hours

Module -III
Vapour Power Cycles: Carnot yapour power cycle, drawbacks as a reference cycle. Simple Rankine cycle; description, T-S
diagram, analysis for performance. Comparison of Carnot and Rankine cycles. Effects of pressure and temperature on
Rankine cycle performance.
Actual vapour power cycles. Ideal and practical regenerative Rankine cycles, open and closed feed water heaters. Reheat
Rankine cycle. Characteristics of an Ideal working fluid in vapour power cycles.l0 Hours

Module -IV
Refrigeration Cycles: Vapour compression refrigeration system; description, analysis, refrigerating effect. Capacity, power
required units of refrigeration, COP, Refrigerants and their desirable properties, alternate Refrigerants. Air cycle
refrigeration; reversed Carnot cycle, reversed Brayton cycle, vapour absorption refrigeration system.
Pscychrometrics and Air-conditioning Systems: Psychometric properties of Air, Psychometric Chart, Analyzing Air-
conditioning Processes; Heating, Cooling, Dehumidification and Humidification, Evaporative Cooling. Adiabatic mixing of
two moist air streams. Cooling towers.l0 Hours

Module -V
Reciprocating Compressors: Operation of a single stage reciprocating compressors. Work input through p-v diagram and

steady state steady flow analysis. Effect of Clearance and Volumetric efficiency. Adiabatic, Isothermal and Mechanical
efficiencies. Multi-stage compressor, saving in work, Optimum intermediate pressure, Inter-cooling, Minimum work for
compression.
Steam nozztes: Flow of steam through nozzles, Shape of nozzles, effect of friction, Critical pressure ratio, Supersaturated
flow,10 Hours

Sl. No Semester Subiect Topics / Relevance

0l VIII Project work Application of IC engine, turbine, Compressor, Refrigeration and air-
conditioning

02 V Turbo machines Euler's turbine equation, Steam turbine, compressor, pump and
hydraulic turbine

03 VI Heat and Mass Transfer Boiline and condensation. Heat Exchanser

SL. No Real World Mapping
0l Application of IC Engine, Power generation from Gas turbine and steam turbine.

02 Analysis of actual cycle with reference of ideal cycles.

03 Design of air conditioners, compressor.

04 Actual analysis of combustion process in the IC engine, steam turbines, Gasturbines.

05 To control the environmental pollution.

Pase 2 \fu

6.0
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Sl. No Delivery Type Details
0l Tutorial Solving the unsolved problems from the reference and text books and demonstration in

laboratory
02 Nptel.ac.in E- Learning
03 VTU, E- leamins E- Learning
04 MOOCS E- Learning
05 Open courseware E- Learning

Text Books
I . Engineering Thermodynamics, P.K. Nag, Tata McGraw Hill, 6th Edition 201 8.
2.Applications of Thermodynamics, V.Kadambi, T. R.Seetharam, K. B. Subramanya Kumar, Wiley Indian Private Ltd, I't
Edition 2019.
3.Thermodynamics, Yunus A, Cengel,Michael A Boles, Tata McGraw Hill, 7th Edition
Reference Books
l. Thermodynamics for engineers,Kenneth A. Kroosand Merle C. Potter, Cengage Learning,20l6.
2. Principles of Engineering Thermodynamics, Michael J, Moran, Howard N. Shapiro, Wiley, 8n Edition.
3. An Introduction to ThermoDynamics, Y.V.C.Rao, Wiley Eastem Ltd,2003.
4. Thermodynamics, Radhakrishnan, PHI, 2no revised edition.
5. LC Engines, Ganeshan.V, Tata McGraw Hill, q{Eal.ZO|Z.
6. I.C.Engines, M.L.Mathur& Sharma, Dhanpat Rai& sons- India.
Additional Study material & e-Books
l. Applied Thermodynamics by R.K Hedge and Niranjan Murthy
2. ThermalEngineering by R K. Raiput
3. Applied Thermodynamics by Kestur and Pravin

Website and Internet Contents References
1 https : //www. youtube. com/watch? v:G02 ae guJBwc
2. https ://www.youtube. comlwatch?v:CU2 8 a-5Ker8
3. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v:vu9aNXlhbEl
4. http s : //www.youtube. com/watch?v:ub 8 6Dh g6 7tM
5. https ://www.youtube.com/watch?v:e2IryaMOO6,4.
6. VTU, E- learning
7 . http://auto.howstuffworks.com

Sl. No Magazines/Journals website
I Applied Thermal Engineerins http ://www.sciencedirect. com/science/iournall 13 59 43 I I
2 Case Studies in Thermal Engineering http ://www. sc iencedirect.com/sc ience/i ournal/221 4 I 57X
J Auto car India Maeazine http ://www.autocarindia. c oat/Magazine/
4 Low-Tech magazines http ://www. lowtechmagazine.com/
5 Thermal News http ://www.thermal news. co m/ main/
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o Each full question will be for 20 marks.
o There will be two fullquestions (with a maximum of four sub- questions) from each module.
o Each full question will have sub- question covering all the topics under a module.
o The students will have to answer five full questions, selecting one full question from each module.

Module
Lecture

No.
Content of Lecturer

o/" of
Portion

I

Air standard cycles and I.C. Eneines

20

I Carnot and Otto cycles, p-v and T -s diagrams, description, efficiencies and mear
lffective pressures.

2
Diesel and Dual cycles, p-v and T -s diagrams, description, efficiencies and mear
:ffective pressures.

J
Stirling cycle, p-v and T -s diagrams, description, efficiency and mean effective pressure,
3omparison of Otto and Diesel cycles.

4 Solving related numericals.
5 Solving related numericals.
6 lassification of IC engines, Combustion of SI engine and CI engine.
7 Detonation and factors affecting detonation, Performance analysis of I.C Engines.
8 Fleat balance, Morse test, IC Engine fuels, Ratings and Alternate Fuels.
9 Solving related numericals.
l0 Jolving related numericals.

II

Gas power Cycles

40

ll 3as turbine (Brayton) cvcle.
t2 )escription and analysis ofRegenerative gas turbine cycle.
l3 )escription and analysis of inter cooling in sas turbine cycle.
t4 )escription and analysis ofreheating in gas turbine cycle.
l5 ntroduction to Jet Propulsion cycles.
l6 lolving related numericals.
t7 lolvine related numericals.
l8 lolvine related numericals.
l9 Solving related numericals.
20 Solving related numericals.

III

Vapour Power Cycles

60

2l
Oarnot vapour power cycle, drawbacks as a reference cycle. Simple Rankine cycle
lescription, T-s diagram, analysis for performance.

22
Comparison of Carnot and Rankine cycles. Effects of pressure and temperature or
Rankine cycle performance.

23 Actual vapour power cycles. Ideal and practical regenerative Rankine cycles.

24 Jpen and closed feed water heaters. Reheat Rankine cycle.

25 Sharacteristics of an Ideal working fluid in Vapour power cycles.

26 lolvine related numericals.
27 Jolvins related numericals.

28 Jolvine related numericals.

29 Jolvine related numericals.
30 lolvine related numericals.

Iv

Refrigeration Cycles and Pscychrometrics &Air-conditioning Systems

80

3l
Vapour compression refrigeration system; description, analysis, refrigerating effect
)apacity, power required, units of refrigeration, COP.

32 lefrigerants and their desirable properties, alternate Refrigerants. Air cycle refrigeration.

JJ leversed Carnot cycle, reversed Brayon cycle, Vapour absorption refrigeration system.

34 Jolving related numericals

35 iolving related numericals

36 Psychometric properties of Air, Psychometric Chart.
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37
Analyzing Air-conditioning
Flumidification.

Processes; Heating, Cooling, Dehumidification anc

38 Evaporative cooling. Adiabatic mixing of two rnoist air streams. cooling towers.
39 Solving related numericals
40 Jolving related numericals

V

Reciprocating Compressors and Steam nozzles

100

41
operation of a single stage reciprocating compressors. work input through p-v diagran
and steady state steady flow analysis.

42
Effect of Clearance and
sfficiencies.

Volumetric efficiency. Adiabatic, Isothermal and Mechanica

43
Multi-stage compressor, saving in work, Optimum intermediate pressure, Inter-cooling.
\4inimum work for compression.

44 Solv ng related numericals.

45 lolv ng related nurlrericals.
46 Solving related numericals.

47 llow ofsteam through nozzles.

48 Jhape of nozzles, effect of fr iction.

49 lritical pressure ratio, Supersaturated flow.

50 Solving related numericals.

l.
ASSIGNMENT-T

Draw neat P-V and T-S diagram of air standard dual cycle and derive an expression for air standard efficiency in
terms of compression ratio, explosion ratio and cut offratio. Under what conditions the dual cycle becomes Otto and
diesel cycles.
Show the compression ratio for maximum work should be per l5S of air in an Otto cycle between upper and lower

limits of absolute temperature T3 and Tl is given or.: (;il L#J 
"rd 

also show thatT2T4 : (J"i 14rr':..
Explain the following i) Morse Test ii) Heat balance sheet.
An air standard diesel cycle has a compression ratio 16. The temperature before compression is 27"C and the
temperature after explosion is 627oC. Compute: i) Cut off ratio ii) The net work output per unit mass of air iii)
Thennal efficiency iv) Mean effective pressure in bar.
A gas engine working on constant volume cycle gave the following results during a one hour test run: Cylinder
diameter; 24 cm, stroke: 48 cm, effective diameter of the brake drum: I .25 m, net load on the brake: 1236 N,
Average speed:226.7 rpm, Average explosions per minute: 77,MEP:7.5bar, gas used: l3m3 at 15" C and 771 mm
of mercury pressure, calorific value of gas: 22000 kJlm3 at NTP. Cooling water used 625 kg, rise in temperature of
cooling water 35o C. Determine , mechanical efficiency, brake thermal efficiency, , indicated thermal efficiency,
also draw up a heat balance sheet for the engine on percentage basis. Take NTP conditions as 760 mm of mercury
and 0o C.

ASSIGNMENT-2

Derive an expression for optimum pressure ratio for maximum specific work output for i) ideal gas turbine cycle ii)
actual gas turbine.
Explain with schematic diagram and T-S diagram Brayton cycle with i) Regenerator ii) intercooler and write the
equation for the thermal efficiency.
With neat sketch, explain the working of ramjet.
In an open cycle gas turbine plant, air enters the compressor at I bar and27" C. The pressure after compression is 4
bar. The isentropic efficiencies of the turbine and compressor are 85 % and 80 %o respectively. Air fuel ratio is 80:l;
calorific value of the fuel used is 42,000 kJ/kg. Mass flow rate of air is 2.5 kg/sec. Determine the power output from
the plant and the cycle efficiency. Assume the value of Cp : 1.005 kJ/kgK and y = 1,4 .

In a gas turbine plant working on Bray'ton cycle with a regenerator of 75%o effectiveness the air at the inlet to the
compressor is at 0.1 MPa and 30'C, the pressure ratio is 6 and maxirnum cycle temperature is 900" C. If the turbine
and compressor have each of an efficiency 80 %. Find the percentage of increase in the cycle efficiency due to
regeneration.

l.

ASSIGNMENT-3

5.

3.
4.

3.
4.

5.
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1. With a neat schematic diagram, P-V and T-S diagrams, explain the working of Rankine cycle. Derive the thermal
efficiency expression for the same.

2.
3. 

heat on the performance of a Rankine cycle.
in regenerative vapor power cycle with one
v.4' operates between boiler pressure of40 bar and condenser

pressure of 0.1 bar ' The steam leaves the boiler and enters the steam turbine at 400" C. The isentropic efficiency of
steam turbine is 84 %o. Determine) the cycle efficiency ii) the qualiff steam from the turbine iii) stiam flow rate in
kg/hr considering pump work.

5. A rates on a theoretical reheat cycle. Steam at boiler at 150 bar, 550 oC expands through thehi s reheated at a constant pressure of40 bar to 550 oC and expands through the low p.irru."
tu 0.1 bar' Draw h-s diagram. Find i) Quality of steam at turbine exhaust ii; Cycte efficiency
iii) Steam rate in kg/kw-hr.

ASSIGNMENT.4

I . Write a brief note on properties of refrigerants.
2. With help of schematic diagram and appropriate psychrometric diagram explain summer air conditioning system for

hot and dry outdoor condition.
3. Define the following: i) Wet bulb temperature ii) Dew point temperature iii) Relative humidity_iv) Specific humidity

v) Degree of saturation.
4. A cold of storage is to be maintained at -5 oC while the surroundings are at 35 oC. The heat leakage from the

surroundings in to the cold storage is estimated tobe29 kW. The actual COP of the refrigeration plant is one third
that of an ideal plant working between the same temperatures. Find the power required to diive the plant.

5. It is required to design an air conditioning plant for a small office room for the following winter conditions: Outdoor
conditions:14oCDBTandl0oCWBT,Requiredconditions20"CDBTand60%RH,amountofaircirculation
:0.3 m3 /min/person, seating capacity of offici = 60. The required condition is achieved first by heating and then by
adiabatic humidiffing. Determine the following i) Heat capacity of coil in KW and surface temperatuie required if
the by- pass factor of coil is 0.4 ii) The capacity of the humidifier using psychometric chart

ASSIGNMENT-s

Derive an expression for the volumetric efficiency of a reciprocating air compressor.
Explain the following types of flow in anozzle i) Frictionless adiabatic flow ii) Frictional adiabatic flow iii) Super
saturated flow.

3. What is critical pressure ratio? Derive an expression for pressure ratio which gives maximum discharge through the
nozzle,

4. A single stage single acting air compressor has cylinder bore of l5 cm and piston stroke of 25 cm. The crank speed
is 600 rpm. The air taken from the atmosphere is at I bar and. 27" C and delivered at I I bar. Assuming both
expansion and compression processes are according to the law PVI 25 - Constant and clearance is 5 %o. Determine: i)
Power required to drive the compressor, assuming mechanical efficiency as 80 %; ii) What will be the change in
power required to drive the compressor if clearance is l0 % with other conditions remaining same.

5. The steam expands from 3 bar to I bar in nozzle. The initial velocity is 900 m/s and initial temperature is 150. C.
Determine the exit velocity of steam: i) If expansion is isentropi c in nozzle ii) the nozzle efficiency is 95 Yo..

l.
2.

Module 1: Air standard cycles and I.C. Engines
L Derive the expression for the air standard efficiency of Diesel cycle with usual notations. State the assumptions made

and represent the process on P-V and T:S diagram.
2. Compare Otto cycle and Diesel cycles, on the basis of the same compression ratio and same maximum pressure.
3. Compare Otto cycle and Diesel cycles, with help of PV and TS diagrams, based on the following conditions. i) When

max. Cycle pressure and temp. are same. ii) When the compression ratio and heat addition are same.
4. With help of p-v and T:-S diagrams, derive the expression for air standard efficiency of a semi diesel cycle or limited

pressure cycle or dual cycle in terms of C.R. Cut of ratio and expansion ratio.
5. Derive the expression for the air standard efficiency of Otto cycle with usual notations. State the assumptions made

and represent the process on P-V and T:S diagram.
6. List the methods used for finding out indicated power of internal combustion engine. Explain the method applicable to

multi cylinder engine.
7. Briefly classifo the IC engines.
8. Explain the combustion phenornenon of SI engine and CI engine.
9. Define detonation. What are the factors affecting for detonation?
10. What do you understand by Air standard cycle?
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Numericals:
l. A Carnot cycle using air as the working substance works between temperature limits of 900 K and 300 K. The

pressure limits are 60 bars and I bar. Determine (i) pressure at salient points of the cycle, (ii) the heat supplied per unit
mass of air, (iii) net work output per unit mass of air, (iv) mean effective pressure and (v) thermal efficiency of the
cycle.

2. The following data refers to an ideal sterling cycle with ideal regenerator. Pressure, temperature and volume of the
working medium at the beginning of the volume of the cycle are lll0 of the initial volume. The maximum
temperature attained in the cycle is 700oC.Draw PV and T-S diagrams. Calculate. i. The net work. ii. Thermal
efficiency with 100% regenerator effrciency. iii. Thermal efficiency without the regenerator.

3. An ideal Otto cycle has a compression ratio of 8. The conditions at the beginning of compression stroke are 100 kpa
and l7o C. If the heat added during the cycle is 800 kJ/kg find (i) temperatures and pressures at salient points of the
cycle, (ii) net work output per unit mass of air, (iii) thermal efficiency of the cycle, (iv) mean effective pressure, (v)
compression ratio corresponding to maximum work output, (vi) maximum work output and (vii) thermal efficiency
corresponding to maximum work output.

4. An air standard diesel cycle has a compression ratio of 14. The air-condition at the beginning of compression is I bar
and 27o C. The maximum temperature in the cycle is 2500 o C. Determine (i) temperature andpressure at salient points
of the cycle (ii) net work output per unit mass of air,(iii) thermal efficiency (iv)specific air consumption in kg/kWh
and (v) MEP.

5. The pressures on the compression curve of a diesel engine are at l/8ft stroke 1.4 bar and at7/8n stroke 14 bar. Estimate
the compression ratio. Calculate the air standard efficiency and mean effective pressure of the engine if the' cut-off
occurs at l/156 of the stroke. Assume initially air is at I bar and 27oC.

6. A four stroke, four cylinder petrol engine of 250mm bore and 375mm stroke works on the Otto cycle. The clearance
volume is 0.01052m3. The initial pressure and temperature are lbar and 47oC. lf the maximum pressure is limited to
25bar, find the following: i) Air standard efficiency ii) Mean effective pressure.

7 . A six cylinder, gasoline engine operates on the four stroke cycle. The bore of each cylinder is 80 mm and the stroke is
100 mm. The clearance volume in each cylinder is 70 cc. At a speed of 4000 rpm and the fuel consumption is 20 kg/h.
The torque developed is 150 N-m. Calculate (i) the brake power, (ii) the brake mean effective pressure, (iii) brake
thermal effrciency if the calorific value of the fuel is 43000 kJ/kg and(iv) the relative efficiency if the ideal cycle for
the engine is Otto cycle.

8. The following observations have been made from the test of a four cylinder, two stroke petrol engine. Diameter of the
cylinder: l0 cm; stroke: 15 cm; speed: 1600 rpm; Area of indicator diagram :5.5 cm2; Length of the indicator
diagram : 55 mm; spring constant: 3.5 bar/cm; Determine the indicated power of the engine.

9. An eight cylinder, four stroke engine of 9 cm bore, 8 cm stroke and with a compression ratio of 7 is tested at 4500 rpm
on a dynamometer which has 54 cm arm. During a l0 minute test, the dynamometer scale beam reading was 42 kg and
the engine consumed 4.4 kg of gasoline having a calorific value of 44,000 kJ/kg. Air at27o C and lbar was supplied to
the carburetor at a rate of 6 kg/min. Find (i) the brake power, (ii) the brake mean effective pressure, (iii) the brake
specific fuel consumption (iv) the brake specific air consumption (v) volumetric efficiency (vi) the brake thermal
efficiency and(vii) the air fuel ratio.

10. During a trial of 60 minutes on a single, cylinder on engine having cylinder dia. 300 mm 5toke 450 mm and working
on two stroke cycle, the following observation were made. Total fuel used = 9.6litres, Calorific value of fuel : 45000
kJ/kg, Total number of revolutions:12624, Gross mean effective pressure :7.24 bar, Pumping mean effective
pressure:0.34 bar, Net load on brake:3150 Newton, Diameter of brake drum: 1.78 m, Diameter of rope:40 mm,
Cooling water circulated = 545 liters, Cooling water temperature rise : 25oC, Specific gravity of oil : 0.8, Heat
carried away by the exhaust gases: l5o/ototal heat supplied. Determine IP, BP and mechanical efficiency. Draw up the
heat balance sheet on minute basis.

I L The following data were obtained from a Morse test on a 4-cylinder, 4-stroke cycle SI engine coupled to a hydraulic
dynamometeg operating a constant speed of l500rpm. Brake load with all four cylinders firing:296 N Brake load
with cylinder No.l not firing : 201 N Brake load with cylinder No.2 not firing : 206 N Brake load with cylinder No.3
not firing: 192 N Brake load with cylinder No.4 not firing = 200 N The brake power in kW is calculated using the
equation BP = WN/42300, where W is the brake load in Newton's and N is the speed of the engine in rpm. Calculate i)
Brake power ii) Indicated power Hi) Friction power iv) Mechanical efficiency.

12. During a test on a single cylinder 4 stroke oil engine the following observations were made Bore : 30cm, stroke :
45cm, duration of trail: lhr, total fuel consumption = 7.6k9 calorific value of fuel:45,000 kJ/kg, total revolutions
made: 12000, mean effective pressure 6 bar, net brake load:1.47 kN. Brake drum diameter l.8m rope diameter
3cm, Mass of jacket cooling water circulated:550kg water enters at 150"C water leaves at 600oC. Total air
consumption 360kg room temperature 200"C, exhaust gas temperature : 300oC. Calculate: i) Indicated and brake
power; ii) Indicated thermal efficiency; iii) Mechanical efficiency; iv) Draw the heat balance sheet on minute basis.

Module 2: Gas Power Cycles
l. Explain the with neat sketches ofTurbojet, turboprop, Ramjet and turbofan engines.
2. With neat T-S diagram explain the follorving i) inter cooling ii) reheating ii) regeneration.
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3. Differentiate between open and closed gas turbines.
4. Discuss the Jet propulsion and rocket propulsion.
5. Derive an expression for the optimum pressure ratio, for the maximum network output, in a Brayton cycle. What is the

corresponding cycle efficiency?
6. What are the methods of improving the efficiency of Brayton cycle?

Numericals:
l. An air standard Bray ton cycle has air entering the compressor at lOOkPa and27 o C. The pressure ratio is l0 and the

maximum allowable temperature in the cycle is 1350 K. Determine (i) temperatures at salient points of the cycle, (ii)
compressor and turbine work per unit mass of air, (iii) net work output and work ratio, (iv) thermal effrciency of the
cycle, (v) specific air consumption in kg/kWh, and (vi) improvement in the thermal efficiency of the cycle if a
regenerator with 100 %o effectiveness is incorporated in the cycle.

2. Determine the net work output and thermal efficiency of an ideal gas turbine cycle having two stages of compression
with inter cooling in between the stages and two stages of expansion with reheating in between the stages. The overall
pressure ratio for the cycle is 4 and the maximum cycle temperature is 900o C Assume that the atmospheric
temperature is l5o C and the cycle is designed for maximum work output. Draw the schematic and T:s diagrams for
the cycle. What would be the improvement in the thermal efficiency if an ideal regenerator is incorporated in the
cycle?

3. The pressure ratio of an open cycle gas turbine cycle is 6. The compressor inlet conditions are I bar and 15 o C. The
maximum temperature in the cycle is 800 0C. The isentropic efficiency of compressor is 85 % and that of the turbine is
90o/o. The combustion efficiency is 95 o/o. There is a pressure drop of 2 Vo of the inlet pressure in the combustion
chamber. The calorific value of the fuel used is 42,000kJ/kg. Assuming that the values of Cp remain same throughout
the cycle and equal to 1.4 and 1.005 kJ/(kg-K) respectively determine (i)net work output per unit mass of air,(ii) air-
fuel ratio, (iii) thermal efftciency of the plant, (iv) specific fuel combustion in kg/kWh, and (v) power output from the
plant for a mass flow rate of air of l.0 kg/s.

4. In a reheat gas turbine cycle, comprising one compressor and two turbines, air is compressed from I bar,27"C to 6
bar. The highest temperature in the cycle is 900'C. The expansion in the first stage turbine is such that the work from
it just equals the work required by the compressor. Air is reheated between the two stages of expansion to 850'C.
Assume that the isentropic efficiency of the compressor, the first stage and the second stage turbines are 85o/o each and
that the working substance is air. Calculate the cycle efficiency,.

5. Air enters the compressor of an ideal air standard Brayton Cycle at 100 kPa,300K with a volumetric flow rate of
6m3/S. The compressor pressure ratio is 10. The turbine inlet temperature is 1500K. Determine. i) The thermal

6. In a gas turbine plant working on Bray,ton cycle with a regenerator of 75Vo effectiveness, the air at the inlet to the
compressor is at 0.1 MPa, 30oC, the pressure ratio is 6 and the maximum cycle temperature is 900"C. If the turbine
and compressor have each an effrciency of 80%, find the percentage increase in the cycle efficiency due to
regeneration.

7. In an open cycle gas turbine plant air enters the compressor at I bar and27"C. The pressure after compression is 4
bar. The isentropic efficiencies of the turbine and the compressor are 85%o and 80% respectively. Air fuel ratio is 80: l.
Calorific value of the fuel used is 42000 I(J /kg. Mass flow rate of air is 2.5 kg/s. Determine the power output from the
plant and the cycle efficiency. Assume that 'Cp' and y to be same for both air and products of combustion. \

8. The air enters the compressor of an open cycle constant pressure gas turbine at a pressure of lbar and temperature
20'C. The pressure of the air after compression is 4 bar. The isentropic efficiencies of compressor and turbine are 80Yo
andS5Yo respectively. The air-fuelratio used is 90: l. The flowrate of air is 3 kgls. C.V = 420000 kJ/kg is used Cp:
1.005 kJ/kg K, y: 1.4 assume CP and r remains same for air and gases. Find i) Power developed ii) Thermal
efficiency ofthe cycle.

Module 3: Vapour Power Cycles
l. Sketch the flow diagram and corresponding temperature - entropy of a reheat cycle and derive an expression for

reheat cycle efficiency. What are the advantages gained by the steam between stages?
2. Draw the line diagram and T-S diagram for vapor power cycle practical regenerative Rankine cycle with closed feed

water heaters.
3. Draw the line diagram and T-S diagram for vapor power cycle practical regenerative Rankine cycle with open feed

water heaters.
4. Explain with T-S diagrams, limitations of Carnot cycle and how we can overcome the same in Rankine cycle.
5. Discuss the effect of i) Boiler pressure and ii) Condenser pressure, on the performance of a Rankine cycle

Numericals:
l. In a simple Rankine cycle, steam conditions at the boiler exit are l0 bar and 300o C. In the pipe line between the boiler

exit and turbine inlet, there is an energy loss of50 kJ/kg and a drop in pressure of0.5 bars. The steam expands in the
turbine to a pressure of 0.09 bars. The isentropic efficiency of the turbine is 0.86 and that of the pump is 0.70.
Determine (i) the condition of steam entering the turbine, (ii) actual pump work per unit mass of water, (iii) turbine
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work per unit mass of steam (iv) net work output and thermal efficiency of the cycle, and (v) quality of steam entering
the condenser.

2. In a reheat steam cycle, the boiler exit conditions are 25 bar and 300 " C. The exit pressure of steam at the end of first
stage is 5 bar. The steam is the in the second turbine to 0.05 bar. Assuming the
high and low pressure turbines respectively, find (i) the thermal energy input in
the reheater, (ii) the cycle effic ura 1ir; power ouput for a mass floilrate of 2
kgls.

3. C deal reheat cycle with that of a simple Rankine cycle in terms of (i)net work output(i rate and iv) quality of steam entering the condenser assuming the following data.B and 300 C. Condenser pressure is 0.1 bars. Reheating pressure is 4bar. The stiam is
reheated at constant pressure back to its original temperature in the reheater.

4. In -a reheat cycle, steam at 500oC expands in a HP turbine till it is saturated vapour. It is then reheated at constant
pressure to 400"C and then expanded in a LP turbine to 40oC. H the maximum moisture content at the turbine exhaust
is limited to l5Yo find, i) the reheat pressure ii) the pressure of steam at the inlet to the Hp turbine iii) the net specific
work output iv) the cycle efficiency v) the steam rate. Assume all the ideal processes.

5. Steam, from a-boiler enters a turbine at25 bars and expands to condenser pressure of 0.2 bar. Determine the Rankine
cycle efficiency neglecting pump work i) When steam is 80%dry at turbins inlet ii) When steam is saturated at turbine
inlet iii) When steam is superheated at turbine inlet iv) Represent above 3 processes on same T:S diagram.

Module 4: Refrigeration cycles and Pscychrometrics & Air-conditioning Systems
l. Draw neat P-v and T:S diagrams for reversed Brayton cycle and derive cop.
2. What is one ton of refrigeration?
3. Distinguish between refrigeration and refrigerator.
4. Write note on properties of refrigerants.
5. with a neat sketch, describe the clearly the working of a Bell - coleman cycle.
6. Derive an expression for an Air refrigeration system.
7. Explain the effect of superheat and sub cooling on the vapour compression cycle with the help of T:.S and p-h

diagrams.
8. With a neat sketch, explain the working of vapour absorption refrigeration system.
9. With a schematic diagram, explain the summer air conditioning system for hot and wet weather
10. With a neat schematic diagram, explain the working of winter air conditioning system. Represent the processes on

psychometric chart.
I I . Define i) Specific humidity ii) degree of saturation iii) relative humidity.
12. With neat sketch describe the a summer air condition system
13. Represent the following processes on psychrometric chart i) Heating and humidifoing ii) sensible heating iii) sensible

cooling iv) cooling and dehumidiffing.
Numericals:

L Areversed Carnot cycle is used for heating and cooling. The work supplied is l0 kW. If the COP is 3.5 for cooling
determine (i) the ratio of maximum temperature to minimum temperature in the cycle (ii) refrigeration effect in tons
and (iii)COP if the cycle is used as a heat pump.

2. An ideal air refrigeration cycle has the following specifications: Pressure of air at compressor inlet : l0l kpa;
Pressure of air at turbine inlet = 404 kPa; Temperature of air at compressor inlet : -6 o C; Temperature of air at turbine
inlet: 27 o C; Determine (i) The COP of the cycle, (ii) Power required to produce I ton of refrigeration, and (iii) air
circulation rate per ton ofrefrigeration.

3. In an air refrigerating machine, the compressor takes in air at I bar andlO o C. After compression to 5.5 bar, the air is
cooled to 30 o C before expanding it back to lbar. Assuming ideal conditions, determine (i) refrigeration effect per unit
mass of air (ii) heat rejected by air per unit mass in the intercooler and (ii) COP of the cycle, In an actual plant using
the above cycle, the air flow rate is 1700 kg / h and the relative COP of the actual plant is 0.65, Determine the power
required for the actual plant for the same refrigerant.

4. In a saturated vapour compression refrigeration cycle operating between an evaporator temperature of -l0oC and a
condenser temperature of 40"C, the sub enthalpy of the refrigerant, Freon- I 2 at the end of compression is 220 kJ /kg.
ease Show the cycle on T:-S and p-h planes. Calculate i) COP ii) refrigerating capacity and compressor power
assuming a refrigerating flow rate of I kg/min.

5. For a hall to be air-conditioned, the following conditions are given: Outdoor conditions: 40' DBI 20"C WBT,
required^comfort condition 20'C WBT, 60% RH. Seating capacity of the hall is 1500, amount of outdoor air supplied
:0.3 m3/min per person. If the required condition is achieved first by adiabatic humidification and then by cooling,
estimate i) the capacity of the cooling coil in tones and ii) the capacity of the humidifier in kg/h.

6. Moist air at 35 " C has dew point of l5 o C. Calculate its relative humidity, specific humidity and enthalpy. Take Cp, :
l.88KJkgK.7.30m3/min.ofairat15oCDBTand13'CWBTismixed12m3/min.ofairat25'CDBTandl8
o C WBT. Calculate DBI specific humidity of mixture. Take atm. Pressure as 760 mm of Hg. Calculate by calculation
method only.
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7. A sling psychrometer reads 40oC D.B.T and 28'C W.B.T. calculate the following. i) Specific humidity ii) Relative

humidity iii) Vapour density in air iv) Dew point temperature v) Enthalpy of mixture per kg of dry air.

Module 5: Reciprocating Compressors and Steam nozzles

l. Derive an expression for work done in a reciprocating air compressor i) without clearance ii) with clearance.

2. What is the purpose of multi staging in reciprocating compressor?

3. Derive an expression for work done for single stage, single acting reciprocating compressor with clearance volume

4. Derive an expression for the condition for the minimum work input, required for a two stage compressor, with perfect

inter cooling.
5. What are the draw backs of a single stage compressor for producing high pressure? How are these overcome by

multistage compression?

6. Show that for a multistage compressor Z= (Px+tPt)tt* where Z:stage pressure ratio, x : number of stages,

(Px+7/PL) overall pressure ratio.
7. Explain the following types of flow in a nozzle i) Frictionless adiabatic flow ii) Frictional adiabatic flow iii) Super

saturated flow.
8. What is critical pressure ratio? Derive an expression for pressure ratio which gives maximum discharge through the

nozzle.
Numericals:

l. A double acting compressor, with a piston displacement of 0.05 m' per stroke, operates at 500 rpm. The clearance is 5

Dercent and it receives air at 100 KPa and discharges at 600 KPa. The compression is polytrophic according to the law

irv I 35 =constant. Determine the power required to drive the compressor and the mass of air delivered in kg/s if the

suction temperature is27o C.

2. A single aciing air compressor has a cylinder of bore l5 cm and the piston stroke is 25 cm. The crank speed is 600

is delivered at I I bars. Assuming polltrophic compression of
the compressor if its mechanical efficiency -is 80%' The

volume. How long will it take to deliver 1 m 3 of air at the

ciency of the compressor.
re and stroke of 25 x 30 cm. The compressor operates at 500

rpm. Air enters the cylinder at 27 o C and 95KPa and discharges at 2000 KPa. If the on and

expansion are equalio 1.3. Determine (i) volumetric efficiency (ii) the volume of ions in

mis (iii) the power required to drive the compressor if the mechanical efficiency is 9 livered

in kg/s, (v) the mass of air in the clearance space.

4. An air compressor takes air at I bar and 2b'C and compresses the same according to the law PV ''' -- C.It then

delivered to a receiver at a constant pressure of l0 bar. Determine i) Temperature at the end of compression ii) Work

done and Heat Transferred during compression, per kg of air. R: 0.287 KJ/kg K.

5. Two stage, single acting recipro-ating-air compressor, with complete intercooling atmospheric air at I bar and l5oC,

.ornpr"ri", it polyropiiallyin = t.:jto:o bar. Both cytinders have the same stroke; calculate the diameter of the HP

cylinder. The diameter of the LP cylinder is 300mm.

6. Air at standard atmospheric condiiions is compressed and delivered to a receiver of 0.4 m diameter and I m long until

a final pressure of ld atm is reached. Assuming ideal ;onditions with no valve pressure drops, compute the power

needed to drive the compressor for (i) isothermal compression, (il) poly'tropic compression with n : 1.32. Assume that

the receiver temperatuie is maintained atmospheric throughout and filing takes place in 5 min. Atmospheric

temperature is 25'C. Also calculate isothermal effici r'

7. Thssteam expands from 3 bar to I bar in nozzle. 900 m/s and initial temperature is 150'c.

Determine the exit velocity of steam: i) If expansion is is ii) the nozzle efficiency is95 Yo.

Examination s+ S A C D E

June Julv 2019 0 0 0 0 2 23 t2 s9.79
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Subiect Title FLUID MECHANICS
Subject Code l8ME43 IA Marks 40
No of Lecture Hrs + Tutorial Hrs / Week 03+02 Exam Marks 60
Total No of Lecture + Practical Hrs 50+0 Exam Hours 03

CREDITS _ 03

T'ACULTY DETAILS:
\ame: Dr. S.N.Topannavar lDesignation: Assoc. Professor Experience: 2l Years
Yo. of times course taught: 7 Times lSpecialiraii@
Yame: Prof.R.V. Nyamagoud lDesignation: Asst. Professor 0xperience: 06Years
Yo. of times coursetaught: 3Times ls

Sl. No Branch Semester Subiect
Mechanical Ensineerins Ufitm/tv Engg. Mathematics Mechanical Ensi neerine

Mechanical Engineering III Basic thermodynamics Mechanical Engineerins

'To have a working knowledge of the basic properties of fluids and understand the continuum approximation.

.To calculate the forces exerted by a fluid at rest on submerged surfaces and understand the force ofbuoyancy.

'To understand the flow characteristic and dynamics of flow field for various engineering applications.

.To know how velocity changes and energy transfers in fluid flows are related to forces and torques andto

understand why designing for minimum loss of energy in fluid flows is so important.

.To discuss laminar and turbulent flow and appreciate their differences and the concept of boundary layer

theory.

.To understand the concept of dynamic similarity and how to apply it to experimental modelling.

.To appreciate the consequences of compressibility in gas flow and understand the effects of friction and heat

transfer on compressible flows

The student, after successful completion of the course, will be able to

lo Course Outcome Cognitive
Level

POs

lol Jnderstand and Formulate the properties offluids, static pressure on

rubmerged body.
-3 POl,PO2,PO6,

PO9.POl2

coz nterpret and apply the principles of fluid buoyancy and kinematics
,3 POl,PO2,PO4,

PO9,POl2

co3

Apply the knowiedge of fluid dynamics while addressing problems of
nechanical engineering and understand the laminar and turbulent flows to
lormulate the correlations for the different fluid flows and analysis of different
losses during the flow.

L3

POl,P02,P04,
?o9,POl2
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c04 amalyze the flow over bodies and dimensional analysis.

a4 )ol,Po2,Po3,

to6,Pol2

305 Jnderstand the basic concepts of compressible flow and applications of CFD.
'-2 POl,PO2,PO6,

PO7,POl2
Total Hours of instruction 50

Module-l
Basics: Introduction, Properties of fluids-mass density, weight density, specific volume, specific gravity,
viscosity, surface tension, capillarity, vapour pressure, compressibility and bulk modulus. Concept of
continuum, types of fluids etc., pressure at a point in the static mass of fluid, variation of pressure. Pascal's law,
absolute, gauge, atmospheric and vacuum pressures; pressure measurement by simple, differential manometers
and mechanical gauges.
Fluid Statics: Total pressure and centre of pressure for horizontal plane, vertical plane surface and inclined
plane surface submerged in static fluid.
Module-2
Buoyancy, center of buoyancy, meta center and meta centric height its application.
Fluid Kinematics: Velocity of fluid particle, types of fluid flow, description of flow, continuity equation,
Coordinate free form, acceleration of fluid particle, rotational & irrotational flow, Laplace's equation in
velocity potential and Poisson's equation in stream function, flow net.
Module-3
Fluid Dynamics; Introduction. Forces acting on fluid in motion. Euler's equation of motion along a streamline.
Integration of Euler's equation to obtain Bernoulli's equation, Assumptions and limitations of Bernoulli's
equation. Introduction to Navier-Stokes equation. Application of Bernoulli's theorem such as venturi-meter,
orifice meter, rectangular and triangular notch, pitot tube.
Laminar and turbulent flow: Flow through circular pipe, between parallel plates, Power absorbed in viscous
flow in bearings, Poiseuille equation - velocity profile loss of head due to friction in viscous flow. Reynolds's
experiment, frictional loss in pipe flow. Introduction to turbulence, characteristics of turbulent flow, laminar
turbulent transition major and minor losses.
Module-4

Flow over bodies: Development of boundary layer, Prandtl"s boundary layer equations, Blasius solution,

integral momentum equation, drag on a flat plate, boundary layer separation and its control, streamlined and

bluffbodies -flow around circular bodies and aero foils, calculation of lift and drag.
Dimensional analysis: Introduction, derived quantities, dimensions of physical quantities, dimensional
homogeneity, Rayleigh's method, Buckingham Pi-theorem, dimensionless numbers, similitude, types of
similitude.
Module-5
Compressible Flows: Introduction, thermodynamic relations of perfect gases, internal energy and enthalpy,
speed of sound, pressure field due to a moving source, basic Equations for one-dimensional flow, stagnation
and sonic properties, normal and oblique shocks.

Introduction to CFD: Necessity, limitations, philosophy behind CFD, applications.

SL. No Semester Subiect Topics / Relevance

I V Turbo machines Analysis, Design and Developmerrt of fluid machines

2 VI Heat and Mass Transfer Convection heat transfer

J VII Hydraulics and pneumatics Design and Development of hydraulic and pneumatic
valves

PageZ
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4 VIII Power plant engineering Fluid flow analysis in power plant equipments

5 V Fluid Mechanics and Machinery Lab Fluid properties and flow analysis

SL. No Real World Mappins
0l Desisn and Development of Fluid flow and heat transfer equipments in industries

02 Pipe net work design to distribute the fluid in industries, agriculture and society

03 Fluid flow analysis and system design for living organisms

Text Books
I A Text Book of Fluid Mechanis And Hydraulic Machines Dr R.K Bansal Laxmi Publishers
2 Fluid Mechanics F M White McGraw Hill Publications Eighth edition. 2016

3 Fluid Mechanics (SI Units) Yunus A. Cengel John M.Cimbala TataMcGraw Hill 3rdEd.,20l4.
Reference Books
I Fluid Mechanics F M White McGraw Hill Publications Eighth edition. 2016

2 Fundamentals of Fluid Mechanics Munson, Young, Okiishi&Huebsch, John Wiley Publications Tu,edition

3 Fluid Mechanics Pijush.K.Kundu,IRAM COCHEN ELSEVIER 3rd Ed' 2005

4 Fluid Mechanics John F.Douglas, Janul and M.Gasiosek and john A.Swaffield Pearson Education Asia 5th

ed.,2006
5lntroductiontoFluidMechanicsFox,McDonaldJohnWileyPublications8*editioL
Additional Study material & e-Books
o Nptel.ac.in
o VTU, E- learning
o MOOCS

o Open courseware

Website and Internet Contents References

l. http://www.nptel.ac.in
2. Fluid Mechanics related websites

Internal Assessment: 30 Marks for IA Tests +10 Marks for Assignments

Theoretical aspects as well as relevant sketches should be drawn neatly for questions asked in Internal Assessments

and assignments

Scheme of Evaluation for Internal Assessment

Sl.No Magazines/Journals website

I lnternational Journal of Heat transfer
https ://www j oumals. elsevier. com/intemational-j oumal-of-
fluid flow and fluid dynamics/

2
International Journal of
Thermodynamics

http : //dergipark.ulakb im. gov. trleoguijV
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Internal Assessment test in the same pattern as that of the main examination (Average of 3 Tests):30marks.

SCHEME OF EXAMINATION:
o There are five modules two questions from each module

o Student has to answer any five question choosing at least one questions from each module.

Max. Marks: 60Marks

Question paper pattern:

o The question paper will have ten full questions carrying equal marks.

o Each full question will be for 20 marks.

o There will be two full questions (with a maximum of four sub- questions) from each module.

o Each full question will have sub- question covering all the topics under a module.

o The students will have to answer five full questions, selecting one full question from each module

Module
No.

Lecture
No. Content of Lecture

o/o of
Portion

1

Basics Properties of Fluids

25

I Introduction, propefiies of fluids, viscosity
2 Thermodynamic properties, Surface tension and Capillaritv
) Vapour pressure and Cavitation.
4 Solving of related numericals.

Fluid Statics
5 Fluid pressure at a point, Pascal's law, pressure variation in a static fluid, Absolute, gauge,

atmospheric and vacuum pressures

6 simple manometers, differential manometers
7 total pressure and center ofpressure, vertical plane surface submerged in liquid,
8 horizontal plane surface submerged in liquid
9 Inclined plane surface submerged in liquid curved surface submerged in liquid
l0 Solving of related numerical.

2

Buoyancy

20

I Buoyancy, center of buoyancy,
2 meta-center and meta-centric heieht,
J conditions of equilibrium of floatins bodies
4 submerged bodies

Fluid Kinematics
5 TVpes offluid flow.
6 continui8 equation, continuiW equation in 3 dimensions (Cartesian co-ordinate system only)
7 velociw and acceleration
8 veloci8 potential function and stream function

9 Solving of related numerical

Fluid Dynamics
I Introduction. equations of motion. Euler's equation of motion
) Bernoulli's equation from Euler's equation

Bemoulli's equation for real fluids

'{
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J Momentum equation, Impacts ofjets- force on fixed and moving vanes, flat and curved

4 Introduction, venturimeter, orifice meter
Pitot tube, V-Notch and rectangular notches.

5 Solving of related numerical

3

Laminar and Turbulent flow

15

6 Reynolds Number, Entrance flow and Developed flow, Navier- Stokes Equation (no

derivation)
Laminar flow between parallel plates, Poiseuille equation - velocity profile,
Couette flow Fully developed laminar flow in circular pipes, Hagen - Poiseuille equation.

7 Solving the related problems

8 Frictional loss in pipe flow.
Darcv- Eouation for loss of head due to friction in pipes

Commercial pipe, Colebrook equation

9 Moodv equation/ diagram. Pipes in series
parallel, equivalent pipe

10 Related Numericals and simple pipe design problems.

4

Flow over bodies:

25

I Development of boundary layer, Prandtl's boundary layer equations,.

2 Blasius solution, laminar layer over a flat plate,

J boundary layer separation and its conhol. Basic concept of Lift and Drag,

4 Trpes of drag, Co-effrcient of drag and lift, streamline body and bluffbody,
5 flow around circular bodies and airfoils, Lift and drag on airfoil, Numericals.

Dimensional analysis:
6 Need for dimensional analysis,

7 Dimensions and units, Dimensional Homogeneity and dimensionless ratios,

8 methods of dimensional analysis, Rayleigh's method, Buckingham Pi theorem,

9 Similitude and Model studies. Numericals
l0 Solving of related numericals.

5

Comnressible Flows:

15

I Introduction

2 thermodynamic relations of perfect gases

intemal energy and enthalpy, speed of sound

4 pressure field due to a moving source

5 basic Equations for one- dimensional flow,

6 stagnation and sonic Properties,

7 normal and oblique shocks

Introduction to CFD:

8 Necessity, limitations,

9 philosophy behind CFD,

10 Applications of CFD

Sl.No. Title
Outcome expected:

students able to
Allied
study

Week
No.

Individual / Group
activity

Reference:
booh/website

/Paper

I Assignment l:
Questions on
Introductory
concepts and

definitions

Solve Numericals
related to COI

Module I J Individual Activity. Text Books

2 Assignment 2:

Ouestions on
Derive expressions and

Solve Numericals
Module 2 6 Individual Activity. Text Books
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Dynamics of flow related to CO2
J Assignment 3:

Questions on One-
Darcy Weishach

Derive expressions and
Solve Numericals
related to CO3

Module 3 8 Individual Activity. Text Books

4 Assignment 4:

Questions on flow
over bodies

Derive expressions and
Solve Numericals
related to CO4

Module 4 t0

ll

Individual Activity.

Individual Activity.

Text Books

5 Assignment 5:
Compressible flow
Introduction to CFD

Derive expressions and
Solve Numericals
related to CO5

Module 5 Reference book s

Module I

I l--.-
5

2

apillary fall depression.
5

3
5

4 State and prove Pascal's Law 5
5 Numericals: from F M White 5

ASSIGNMENT:1

ASSIGNMENT:2

ASSIGNMENT:3

ASSIGNMENT:4

Date:20.3.18

Datei 10.4.18

Date:27.4.18

Module 2

-

O. No Description of Question MarksI What are the Types of fluid flow and explain laminar and turbulent flow. 5) Derive an expression for continuity equation in 3 dimensions (Cartesian co-ordinate system only) 5
3 n 5
4 Derive an expression for venturimeter 5

5
Numerical related to Bernoulli's equation, velocity potential function and stream function and flow 5

Module 3
O. No Description of Question . Marks

I Derive an expression for Hagen - Poiseuille equation 5,, Solving the related problems 5
3 Derive an expression for Darcy- Equation for loss of head due to lliction in pipes 5
4 Solving the related problems 5
5 Derive an expression for Laminar flow between parallel plates. 5

Module 4

Q. No Description of Question Marks

I
State Buckingham's n theorem. The tip deflection 6 of a cantilever beam is a function of tip load W,
beam length l, second moment of area I and Young's modulus E. Perform a dimensional analysis of

5

) Explain the following i) Drag ii) Lift 5
3 Explain the follolving i) Momentum thickness ii) Mach number iii) Mach cone 5

4
A flat plate l.8m xl.8 m moves at 36 krn/hr in stationary air of density l.2kg/m3.If the coefficient
of drag and lift are 0.15 and 0.75 respectively. Determine: i) The lift force ii) The drag force iii) The
resultant; force iv) Power required to keepthe plate in motion.

5

5 Distinguish between i) Streamline body and bluff body ii) Friction drag and pressure drag. 5

Page 6
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Module 5

Q. No Description of Question Marks
I Write a note on necessity of CFD. 5

2 Derive an expression for stagnation pressure 5

3 Derive an expression for stagnation density and temperature 5

4 Define stagnation density , temperature and pressure 5

5 Related numerical 5

ASSIGNMENT:5 Date; .I5.5..I8

MODULE-I: Basics Properties of Fluids and Fluid Statics
l. Define fluid classifr the same. Define (l) Fluid Mechanics, (2) Hydromechanics, (3) Fluid static, (4) Hydrostatic,

(5) Fluid kinematics, (6) Hydro kinematics, (7) Fluid dynamics, (8) Hydrodynamics, (9) Hydraulics.
2. What do you mean by continuum concept of fluid?
3. Define Density, specific weight, sp.volume and sp. Gravity.
4. What is viscosity? Explain in brief. Derive an equation for absolute or dynamic viscosity and write its unit in S.I.

Also define kinematics viscosity. Write its equation and S.L Unit. Relate poise, centipoises, stoke, Centistokes

with units of viscosities in S.l
Describe in briefthermodynamic properties of fluids.
Explain capillarity and derive an expression for i) Capillary rise and ii) capillary fall depression.

Numericals: from books
What is static fluid?
Define pressure. Derive an expression for pressure at a point below free surface of liquid. Also derive a general

form ofequation for pressure variation in a static fluid. Define pressure head

10. State and prove Pascal's Law.
I l. Describe guagepr ; atmospheric pr, vacuum pr and absolute pr.

12. Describe mechanical guage. Sketch and explain Bourdon tube pressure guage.

13. Describe monometer. Classifo it. Explain in brief (l) Piezometer, U-Tube manometer single column manometer,

Differential manometer, inverted U-Tube manometer and derive their respective equations.

14. Numericals Ref FM - Pijush.K.Kundu
I 5. Dehne total or resultani pressure force and center of pressure. Derive an expression for total pressure force &

position of C.p for the following conditions I) vertical plane surface submerged in liquid ii) Horizontal plane

iurface submerged in liquid iii) Inclined plane surface submerged in liquid.

I 6. Dehne the term buoyancy and center of buoyancy.

17. Explain the term metacentre and meta centric height.

18. Derive an analytical expression for the metacentric height of a floating body.

19. Describe in brief experimental method of determing metacentric height.

20. What are the conditions of equilibrium of a floating body and a submerged body

MODULE-2: Fluid Kinematics and Fluid Dynamics

Define kinematics of flow. What are the different methods of describing fluid motion.

Define the following types of line: i) Path line ii) stream line iii) Stream tube iv) Potential line, v) Streak or

filament line.
Define the following types of fluid flow: l) steady and unsteady flow 2) Uniform and non uniform flow 3)

Laminar, transition uni tu.bulrrt flow 4) Compressible and incompressible flow 5) Rotational and

irrigational Flow 6) One - Two and Three dimensional Flow'

Oefrne continuity equation . Write its equation Derive the continuity equation for the three dimensional flow

in Cartesian co-ordinates and modiff it for two and on : dimensional flow.

Describe velocity and Acceleration of fluid particles. Also explain local acceleration and concoctive

acceleration.
Describe with sketches 4 important types of motion'

What do you mean by velocity poteniial function and stream function. Also write their proper ties'

f*piain equipotential line and line of constant stream function. Also relate steam function and velocity

potential Function.

5.

6.
7.
8.

9.

3.

4.

5.

l.
2.

6.
7.
8.
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9. Numerical:
10. Name the different forces present in a Fluid flow. For the Euler's equation of motion, which forces are taken

into consideration?
I l. What is Euler's equation? How will you obtain Bemoulli's equation form it?
12. State Bernoulli's theorem for steady flow of an incompressible fluid. Derive an expression for Bernoulli,s

theorem from the first principle and state the assumptions made for such a derive. Also write it applications.
13. Numericals
14. What is venturimeter? Derive an expression for the discharge through a venturimeter.
15. What is orificemeter. Derive an expression for discharge through an orificemeter.
16. What is pitot - tube? How will you determine the velocity at any point with the help of pitot - tube?
17. What is the difference between pitot tube and pitot - static tube?
18. Numericals :

19. what is v-notch? Derive an expression for discharge through a v-notch.
20. Numericals

MODULE-3: Laminar and turbulent flow
L What do you mean by 'Viscous flow'
2. Derive an expression for the viscosity distribution for viscous flow through a circular pipe. Also sketch the

velocity distribution and shear stress distribution across a section ofthe pipe.
3. Prove that maximum velocity in a circular pipe for viscous flow is equal to two times the average velocity of the

flow.
4. Find the expression for the loss of head of a viscous fluid through a circular pipe.
5. What is Hagen Poisenille's formula? Drive an expression for Hagen Poisenille's formula.
6. Prove that the velocity distribution for viscous flow between two parallel plates when both plates are fixed across

a section is parabolic in nature. Also prove that maximum velocity is equal to one and a half times the average
velocity. Also derive an expression for drop ofhead for a given length ofpipes.

7. Numericals:
8. What do you understand by the terms: Major energy loss and minor energy losses in pipes?
9. How will you determine the loss of head due to friction in pipes by using I) Darcy formula and ii) Chezy's

formula.
10. Derive an expression for loss of head due to i) Sudden expansion of pipe ii) Sudden contraction in pipe, iii) Bend

in pipe, iv) pipe fittings and v) an obstruction in pipe.
I l. What is a compound pipe? What will be loss of head when pipes are connected in series?
12. Explain the term pipes in parallel. How discharge through the main pipe is increased by connecting pipes in

parallel.
13. Describe flow through branched pipes.
14. Numericals

MODULE-4: Flow over bodies:
l. Define the term: drag and lift. Derive its expression.
2. Numericals.
3. What do you understand by the term boundary layer and boundary layer concept?
4. Define Laminal boundary Layer, Laminar sub Layer, boundary layer thickness. Derive an expression for

displacement thickness and momentum thickness.
5. Numericals
6. Define the terms dimensional analysis.
7. What do you mean by fundamental Units and derived Units. Prepared a table for fundamental quantity, geometric

quantity, kinematics quantity and dynamic quantity and write their symbol and dimensions. Explain the term
dimensionally homogeneous equation.

8. What are the methods of dimensional analysis? Describe Rayleigh's method of dimensional analysis.
9. State Bucking ham's zr Theorem. Why this theorem is considered superior over the Rayleigh's method for

dimensional conalysis?
10. What do you mean by repeating variables? How are repeating variables are selected for dimensional analysis?.
I l. Numericals:
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MODULE-S: Compressible Flows and Introduction to CFD:
l. Define Charl's law and boys law
2. Define Mach Number, Mach angle, Mach cone.

3. Explain pressure field due to moving source

4. Define stagnation property, normal shok, oblique shock.

5. Derive an expression for stagnation pressure, density and temperature.

6. Numericals

7. Write a note on necessify of CFD.

S+ S A B D E 7o Passing

July 2017 00 00 03 l0 22 29 27 65.5 r

Julv 2018 00 00 09 t2 39 t9 l8 84.90
Julv 2019 75
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Subject Title KINEMATICS OF MACHINES
Subject Code 18ME44 IA Marks 40
No of Lecture Hrs * Tutorial Hrs / Week 03+02 Exam Marks 60
Total No of Lecture + Practical Hrs 50 Exam Hours 03

CREDITS _ 04

FACULTY DETAILS:
Name: Prof. G. V. Chiniwalar Designation: Asst. Professor Experience: 19 Years
J{o. of times course taught: 04 ipecia lization : Machine Design
\ame: Prof. Mahantesh Tanodi lDesi@ Experience: 08 Years
\o. of times course taught: 07 Specialization: Machine Design

Sl. No Branch Semester Subiect
I Mechanical Engineering lt Elements of Mechanical Engineering
2 Mechanical Engineering Urlrl],ilY Engg Mathematics

J Mechanical Engineering III Mechanics of Materials

To understand the concept of machines, mechanisms and related terminologies.
To expose the students to various mechanisms and motion transmission elements used in Mechanical
Engineering.
To analyze a mechanism for displacement, velocity and acceleration at any point in a moving link.
To understand the theory of cams, gears and gear trains.

Mechanisms: Definitions: Link , types of links, joint, types ofjoints kinematic pairs, Constrained motion, kinematic chain,
mecharrism and types , degrees of freedom of planar mechanisms, Equivalent mechanisms, Groshofls criteria and types of
four bar mechanisms, , inversions of of four bar chain, slider crank chain, Doubler slider crank chain and its inversions,

a

a

a

a

Having successfully completed this course, the student will be able to

CO Course Outcome
Cognitive

Level POs PSOs

c2t9.t Identi$ mechanisms, their motion and understand the

inversions of four bar mechanisms.
L2 POl,PO2, PO6,

PO8, PO12

PSOl,PSO2

c219.2 Comprehend velocity and acceleration analysis of planar
mechanisms using graphical method, Instantaneous Center
Method

Ll,L2,L3, POl,PO2, PO6,
PO8, PO12

PSOI,PS02

c219.3 Comprehend velocity and acceleration analysis of planar
mechanisms using analytical method

Ll,L2,L3, POl,PO2, PO6,
PO8, POl2

PSOI,PSO2

c219.4 Analysis of cam follower motion for the motion specifications. L2 POl,PO2, PO6,
PO8, POl2

PSOI,PSO2

c2t9.s Understand the working ofthe spur gears and analyze the gear
trains speed ratio and torque.

L2,L3, POl,PO2, PO6,
PO8, PO12

PSOI,PSO2

Total Hours of instruction 50
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Grashoffs chain. Mechanisms: Quick return motion mechanisms Drag link mechanism, Whitworth mechanism and Crank

and slotted lever Mechanism. 
-straight 

line motion mechanisms, Peaucellier's mechanism and Robert's mechanism.

Intermittent Motion mechanisms: Geniva wheel mechanism, Ratchet and Pawl mechanism, toggle mechanism, pantograph,

condition for correct steering, Ackerman steering gear mechanism. (10 Hours)

MODULE -2

Velocity and Acceleration Analysis of Mechanisms ( acceleration

analysis of four bar mechanism, sjider crank mechanism omponent of

acceleration. Angular velocity and angular acceleration of I

Analysis by Insiantaneous Center Method: Definition, of linear and

urg,riu. velocity using instantaneous center method' (lOHours)

MODULE -3

Velocity and Acceleration Analysis of Mechanisms (Analytical Method): Velocity and acceleration analysis of four

bar mechanism, slider crank mechanism using complex alge bra method.

Freudenstein's equation for four bar mechanism and slider crank mechanism'

Function Generation for four bar mechanism

MODULE -4

cams: classification of cams, Types of followers, cam nomenclature, Follower motions and motion analysis, of

SHM, Motion with uniform acceleration and deceleration, uniform velocity, cycloidal motion, Cam profile with offset

knife edge follower, roller follower, flat faced follower.(l0 Hours)

MODULE.5
Spur Gears: Gear terminology, law of gearing, path of contact, arc of contact, contact ratio of spur gear. Interference

in involute gears, methods oiavoiding int.rr"Ln.e, condition and expressions for minimum number of teeth to avoid

interference.
Gear Trains: Simple gear trains, compound gear trains. Epicyclic gear trains: Algebraic and tabular methods of

finding velocity ratio of-epicyclic gear tiains, torque calculz tion in epicyclic gear trains. (10 Hours)

Semester Subiect Tooics / Relevance

01 V Dvnamics of Machines

0l VI Design of machine element II Gears/Cams

02 VII Proiect Work Kinematic analysis and synthesis of Mechanical parts

RealWorld

Kinematic analYsis and thesis of Mechanisms

and synthesis of Gears

LRattanS.S,TheoryofMachines,TataMcGraw-HillPublishingCompanyLtd.,NewDelhi,4thEdition,20l4'
2. Ambekar A. G., Mechanism and Machine Theory' PHI' 2009'

l. Michael M Stanisic, Mechanisms and Machines-Kinem Synthesis Cengage Learning' 2016'

2.Sadhu Singh, Theo
material & e-Books

1.Nptel.ac.in

2.VTU, E- leaming

Page2
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Website and Internet Contents References
http://www.nptel.ac. in

Sl.No Magazines/Jou rnals website

I
Mechanism and Machine Theory
Journal - Elsevier https ://www journals.el sevier.com/mechani sm-and-mach ine-theory

2
Theory of Mechanisms and Machines:
electronic iournal

tmm.spbstu.ru/english.html

J Mechanisms and robotics hffp://mechanismsrobotics.asmedigitalcollection.asme.org/journal.aspx

Question paper pattem:
. The question paper will have ten full questions carrying equal marks.
. Each full question will be for 20 marks.

' There will be two full questions (with a maximum of four sub- questions) from each module.

' Each full question will have sub- question covering all the topics under a module.

' The students will have to answer five full questions, selecting one full question from each module.

Module
No.

Lecture
No. Content ofLecture

o/o of
Portion

I

Mechanisms

20

I Definitions: Link , types of links, joint, types ofjoints kinematic pairs, Constrained motion,
kinematic chain

2 Mechanism and types , degrees of freedom of planar mechanisms, Equivalent mechanisms,
Groshoff s criteria and types of four bar mechanisms

3 Inversions of four bar chain
4 Inversions ofslider crank chain
5 Inversions ofdouble slider crank chain Grashoffs chain
6 Mechanisms: Quick return motion mechanisms Drag link mechanism, Whitworth

mechanism and Crank and slotted lever Mechanism
7 Straight line motion mechanisms,Peaucellier's mechanism and Robert's mechanism
8 Intermittent Motion mechanisms: Geneva wheel mechanism, Ratchet and Pawl mechanism
9 Toggle mechanism, pantograph,

l0 Condition for correct steering, Ackerman steering gear mechanism.

2

Velocity and Acceleration Analvsis of Mechanisms (Graphical Method)

20

I Velocity and acceleration analysis of four bar mechanism.
2 slider crank mechanism
J Mechanism illustrating Coriolis component of acceleration
4 Angular velocity and angular acceleration of links. velocitv of rubbine.
5 Velocity Analysis by Instantaneous Center Method: Definition,
6 Kennedy's theorem,
7 Determination of linear and angular velocity using instantaneous center method.
8 Problems
9 Problems

20 Problems

- Page3 " --- 3i
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20
3

2t
')) slider crank mec

23 slider crank mechanism using complex algebra method

24 Freud"t st.i"'s equation for four bar mechanism

25 Freudenstein's equation for slider crank mechanism'

26 R,nction Generation for four bar mechani

27 Problems

28 Problems

29 Problems

30 Problems
Cams:

20
4

3l Classification of cams, Types of followers, Cam nomenclature'

32
ffi"le.ution and deceleration, unifo

ffiion and deceleration, uniform velocity, cycloidal motion'
5J
34

35 Problems

36 Problems

37 Problems

38 Problems

39 Problems

40 Problems
Spur Gears:

20
5

4t Gear terminologY, law of gearing

42 Path ofcontact, arc ofcontact, contact r

43

44
45 Solvine of related nulqqMq!

46 Gea-ains: Simple gear trains, compound gear trai{ts' Eptcyctlc gear rrams

47 Rleebraic methods of finding velociu ratio of epicycltc gear tratns,

48 Solving of related nurng4gql:

48 faU,,tur ntetnods of finding velocity ratio of epio

49 Solving of related numerical.

50 Solvine of related numerical.

st.
No.

T
Title

Outcome exPected: students
rble to

Allied
study

Wee
k

No.

Individual /
Group activity

Relerence:
book/website

/Paper

Assignment -l:
Questions on Introduction &

Mechanisms

Explain Basic definitions
and Mechanisms Module I

2 Individual
Activity.

Text Book
l&2

2 Assignment-2:

Questions on VelocitY and

Acceleration AnalYsis of
Mechan isms (Graohical Method)

Analyses VelocitY and

Acceleration of
Mechanisms bY GraPhical

Method.

Module 2

4 Individual
Activity.

Text Book
l&2

Analyses VelocitY and

Acceleration of
Mechanisms bY AnalYtical
Method.

Module 3

6 Individual
Activity.

Text Book
l&2J Assignment-3:

Questions on VelocitY and

Acceleration AnalYsis of
Mechanisms (AnalYtical Method)

Module 4

8 Individual
Activity.

Text Book
l&24 Assignment-4:

Cams

Explain tyPes of cams ther
terminology & AnalYsis of
cams

Explain Gear terminologY
& types ofgears Module 5

8 Individual
Activity.

Text Book
l&25 Assignment-5:

Questions on SPur gears & gear

trains

--- Page 4 v
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MODULE-I:
INTRODUCTION:

l. Define kinematic link, kinematic pair, and kinematic chain.
2. Distinguish between a) mechanism and machine b) completely

motion.
3. What is an inversion? Explain various inversions of single and double slider crank chains.
4. Discuss various types of constrained motions.
5. What are quick-return mechanisms? Where are they used? Discuss the functioning of any one of them.
6. Explain briefly elliptical trammel and scotch yoke mechanism with neat diagram.
7. Define mobility of a mechanism with example.
8. What is the difference between exact and approximate straight line mechanism. Explain each with suitable example.

9. Explain the working of the following mechanisms with neat sketch a) pantogaph b) toggle mechanism c)

Ackermann's steering gear mechanism d) Geneva mechanism e) Ratchet and pawl mechanism.
10. Explain the following mechanisms with suitable sketches a) drag link mechanism b) whit worth mechanism c) crank

and slotted link mechanism.

MODULE-2:
VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION ANALYSIS OF MECHANISMS (GRAPHICAL METHODS):

l. In mechanism shown in fig.2.1, cran0 rotates at 3000rpm.Find the acceleration of the point C in magnitude,

direction and sense. Find also the angular acceleration oflink 3.

constrained motion and successful constrained

Fig.2.l
The crank of a slider crank mechanism is 480mm long and rotates at 20 rad/sec in the counter clockwise direction. It
has a connecting rod of l600mm long. Determine the following when the crank is 60 degree from the inner dead

centre, angular velocity ofthe connecting rod, the position and the velocity ofa point P on the connecting rod having

least absolute velocity shown in the frg.2.2

Fig.2.2

3. The crank O2A of four bar mechanism shown infig.2.3, is rotating clockwise at a constant speed of 100 radlsec.

Determine(a)The acceleration of the point C (b)The angular acceleration of the links 3&4.

Fig.2.3

Page 5 33
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4. A four bar mechanism ABCD is made up of four links, pin jointed at the ends. AD is fixed link which is 180 mm

long. The links AB, BC, CD are 90 mm, l20mm and l20mm respectively. At certain instant, the link AB makes an

angle of 60 degree with the link AD, if the link AB rotates at uniform speed of 100 rpm clockwise determine angular

velocity of links BC and CD and angular acceleration of link CD and CB as shown in ftg2.4

Fig.2.4

5. In a slider crank mechanism, the crank OB = 30mm and the connecting rod BC:l20mm. the crank rotates at uniform
speed of 300rpm clockwise. Find the crank position shown in the figure in which the crank is turned 60 degree, hnd

a) velocity of piston C and angular velocity of connecting rod BC b) acceleration of piston C and angular

acceleration of connecting rod BC as shown in fig 2.5

VELOCITY ANALYSIS BY INSTANTANEOUS CENTER METHOD
L State and prove Arnold-Kennedy theorem of three centers or three centers inline theorem with a neat diagram.

2. Locate all the instantaneous centers for the four bar mechanism shown in the figure as shown infig.2.6

Fig.2.6

3. Locate all the instantaneous centers for the slider and crank mechanism shown inthe frg.2.7

Fig.2.7

Page 6
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4.

5.

Fig.2.9
MODULE.3:
VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION ANALYSIS OF MECHANISMS (ANALYTICAL METHODS):l' respectively and the crank rotates at a constant speed

b) angular velocity c) and angular acceleration ofthe
the inner dead centre is 30 degrees.

2. The length of the connecting rod of a gas engine running at 340 rpm is 600mm and ihe crank is l20mm long. When
the piston has moved one fourth stroke during out stroke determine a) then angular position of the crank b) the
angular speed ofconnecting rod and c) the acceleration ofthe piston.

3. The length of the crank of a reciprocating engine is l20mm and its connecting rod length is 600mm it rotates at 360
rpm and at a particular instant it makes an angle of 50 degree with the inner dead center. Find a) velocity and
acceleration of the piston b) velocity and acceleration of the midpoint of the connecting rod c) angular velocity and
angular acceleration ofthe connecting rod.

MODULf,-4:
CAMS:
l. Enumerate commonly used types of cams.
2. Discuss briefly the types of follower displacement diagrams
3. Define the following terms related to cam (a)Lift (b)Dwell (c)Pressure angle (d)Base circle
4. Explain the following types of cams (a)D-R-D cam (b)D-R-R-D cam (c)R-R-R cam.
5. Draw the profile of the cam operating a roller reciprocating follower with the following data: minimum radius of the

cam=:25mm,lift::30mm,roller diameter::l5mm.The cam lifts the follower for l20degree with SHM followed by a
dwell period of 30degree.Then the follower lowers down during l50degree of the cam rotation with uniform
acceleration and deceleration followed by a dwell period.If the cam rotates at uniform speed of l5Orpm,calculate the
maximum velocity and acceleration of the follower during decent period.

6. A flat faced follower is raised through a distance of 25mm is l20degree rotation of the cam, remains at rest for the next
30degree and is lowered during further l20degree rotation of the cam. The raising of the follower takes place with
cycloidal motion and the lowering with uniform acceleration and deceleration. However, the uniform acceleration is 2/3
of the uniform deceleration .The least radius of the cam is 25mm.Draw the cam profile assuming clockwise rotation of
the cam.

7. Draw the profile of the cam to give the following motion to the follower: Follower to move through 30mm during
l8Odegree of cam rotation with cycloidal motion .Follower to refurn with cycloidal motion during l8Odegree of cam
rotation .Base circle radius of the cam is30mm&the roller diameter of the follower is lOmm.The axis of the roller is
offset by 8mm to the right. .Determine the maximum velocity& acceleration of the follower during the out stroke, when
the cam rotates at 2000rpm.

PageT
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MODULE.S:
SPURGEARS:

l. Two spur gears have 24 and30 teeth of module =l0mm, standard addendum:l module, pressure angle--2} degrees

find a) length ofarc ofcontact b) contact ratio'

Two mating gears with module pitch 6mm have 20 and 50 teeth of pressure angle 20 degrees and addendum 6mm'

Determine the number of pairs of teeth in contact'

i pin;* of 24 teetb dr;uj, ; gear of 60 teeth at a pressure angle of 20 degrees. The pitch radius of pinion is 38mm

andoutsideradiusis+lmm.ihepitchradiusof ih"gru, isD5mm andthe outside radius98.5mm'calculatethe

and20 teeth on the pinion' The module is 5mm and the

o be equal to I module find a) angle turned through by

citY of sliding.
circular pitCtr is 25mm. Pressure angle:Z0 degrees'

ular Pitch.
3. The teeth are of involute form of module 6mm

es, pinion rotates at 90 rpm' Find a) number of teeth on

path of contact c) maximum velocity of sliding between

when the addendum for teeth is 0'84 module' Gear ratio is

sure angle:20 degrees.

angle o120 degrie. The larger gear has 57 teeth while

arJequal to lmodule find a) the number of pairs of teeth

eel.

GEAR TRAINS:
l. Two spur gears A & B of an Epicyclic gear train is-shown in the figure 4.1 have 24 ar,d 30 teeth respectively' The

arm rotates at 100 rpm clockwise. Find ihe speed of gear B-on its oin axis when gear A is fixed' If instead of being

fixed the wheel A rotates at 200 rpm in ..* di...tIon, what will be the speed of gear B' (solve it by algaebraic

method)

Fig.4.l

ln an Epicyclic geartrain shown in the figure 4.2,the a:rm e is fixed to the shaft S the wheel B having 100 teeth

rotates freely on the shaft J , ;i'";i r rso"t"or' l'' separatelv drilT Llli.ls 3 Xi,:t:S;l*Ji:::'Jr:ll"
ffitff,fftj#Jjil.i# r*o a) number of t."th Lrg"u. c bi speed of the wheel B. (solve it bv algebraic method)

Fig.4.2

A fixed annular wheel B hase2teeth' Wheel C and D have 25 and l5 tt-:1,t:'nt:::Y;.Y::l:::tj"T::T' if the

IJT"#|JJ.I, ffiH;r"ir*n.'tp""i "r 
*t ..r E shown in the figure 4.3.(solve it bv algaebraic method)

I*:'i'lj gi{

3.

5.

6.

7.

8.

.,

).
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Fig. 4.3
4. shown in the fig.3.4.Gear A meshes with gear B.In the compound gear B-C, gear C meshes with gear

lative to A around the same axis of A. If the gear A is fixed, urrn f ir ,r"du, the driving .".i".,
speed ratio np/np. Number of teeth on wheels A,B,C&D are 61,61,62&60 respectively(solve it by
od.)

5.
Fig.4.4

An Epicyclic gear train is constructed as shown in fig 4.5.A fixed annular wheel A & a smaller concentric wheel B
are connected by a compound wheel Ar-Br.Ar gearing with A. 81 gearing with B. The compound wheel revolves on a
stud which is carried around an arm which revolves about the axis A&B.A has 130 teeth,Bl:80 teeth, pitch of A&Ar
being twice that of pitch of B&By.How many revolutions B will make for one revolution of the arm. (solve it by
algebraic method)

Fig. 4.5

An Epicyclic gear train is shown in the fig. 4.6.The wheel A is fixed& the input at the arm R is 3KW at 600rpm.Find
the speed of wheel D and the torque required to hold the wheel A. Neglect frictional losses. (solve it by algebraic
method)

Fig.4.6
In Epicyclic gear train shown in the fug 4.7, wheels A, D, E are free to rotate independently on the spindle O, while
the compound wheel B-C rotates on the spindle P on the arm OP.If wheel A is given clockwise revolution of 60rpm,
while gear D is given counterclockwise revolution at 3O0rpm,Determine the magnitude and direction of speeds of
arm OP and wheel E.

6.

7.

Page 9 7r
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Fig.4.7
g. Explain the term train value and velocity ratio used in gear trains.
g. fxptain different types of gear trains wiih neat sketches and give examples where each one. is used in practice'

10. Explain the sketchli (a) Compound gear train (b) Reverted gear train (c) Epicyclic gear train.

Examination s+ S A B C D E oh Passing
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METAL CUTTING AND T'ORMING

SEE Marks
Total No of Lecture * Practical Hrs Exam Hours

ACULTY DETAILS:
ame: Mr. MAHi : l lYears

of times course taught: 0l Time ization: Production T

o To introduce students to different machine tools to produce components having different shapes and sizes.
o To develop the knowledge on mechanics of machining process and effect of various parameters on machining.
o To acquaint with the basic knowledge on fundamentals of metal forming processes
o To study various metal forming processes.

Having successfully completed this course, the student will be able to
co I : Explain the construction & specification of various machine tools.
co2: Discuss different cutting tool materials, tool nomenclature & surface finish.
CO3: Apply mechanics of machining process to evaluate machining time.
CO4: Analyze tool wear mechanisms and equations to enhance tool life and minimize machining cost.
CO5: Understand the concepts of different metal forming processes.
CO6: Apply the concepts of design of sheet metal dies to design different dies for simple sheet metal components.

Introduction Classification of cuffing tools: single, and multipoint; tool
signature for cutting; chip formatioi, shear angle and its significance,
Merchant circ als and applications.
Introduction - Parts of lathe machine, accessories of lathe machine, and
various operations carried out on lathe. Kinematics of lathe. Turret and Capstan lathe.
MODULE -2
Milling: Various Milling operations, classification of milling machines, Vertical & Horizontal milling, up
$[ing & down milling. Indexing: need of indexing, simple, compound & differential indexing.
Drilling: Difference between drilling, boring & reaming, types of drilling machines. Boring of,erations &
boring machines.
Shaping' Planing and Stotting machines-machining operations and operating parameters.
Grinding: Grinding operation, classification of grinding processes: cylindrical, surface & centerless grinding.
MODULE -3
Introduction to tool wear, tool wear mechanisms, tool life equations, effect of process parameters on tool life,
machinability. Cutting fluid-types and applications, surface finish, effect of michining parameters on surface
finish. Economics of machining process, choice of cutting speed and feed, tool life foi minimum cost and
production time. Numerical problems.
MODULE -4
MECHANICAL WORKING OF METALS

Sl. No Branch Semester Subiect
I Mechanical Engineering 3'd and 4ft Metal Casting and Weldine
2 Mechanical Engineering 3'd and 4e Machine Tools and Operations

MODULE -I

Page 1 3
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Introduction to metal forming processes & classification of metal forming processes. Hot working & cold working
of metals. Forging: Smith forging, drop forging & press forging. Forging Equipment, Defects in forging.
Rolling: Rolling process, Angle of bite, Types of rolling mills, Variables of rolling process, Rolling defects.
Drawing & Extrusion: Drawing of wires, rods & pipes, Variables of drawing process. Difference between
drawing & extrusion. Various types ofextrusion processes.
MODULE -5
Sheet Metal Operations: Blanking, piercing, punching, drawing, draw ratio, drawing force, variables in
drawing, Trimming, and Shearing.
Bending - types of bending dies, Bending force calculation,
Embossing and coining.
Types of dies: Progressive, compound and combination dies.

SL. No Semester Sub.iect Tooics / Relevance
0l VIII Proiect Work Cutting & Forming of parts

SL. No Real World Manoins
0l Production of different metallic components by forming and cutting the metal in different shape and size

with the aoplication of different methods.

Text Books
l. Manufacturing Technology Vol I & II, P.N.Rao, Tata McGraw Hill Pub. Co. Ltd., New Delhi, 1998.

2. A textbook of Production Technology Vol I and II, Sharma, P.C, S. Chand & Company Ltd., New Delhi
1996.

3. Manufacturins Science, Amithab Gosh &A.K.Malik, East-West press,2001.

Reference Books
l. Workshop Technology Vol. I and II, Chapman W. A. J., Arnold Publisher New Delhi, 1998.

2. Elements of Manufacturing Technology Vol II, Hajra Choudhary, S. K. and HajraChoudhary, A.K., Media Publishers,

Bombay,l998.
3. Metal Forming Handbook, Schuler, Springer Verlag Publication.
4. Metal Forming: Mechanics and Metallurgy, Hosford,WF and Caddell,R.M, Prentice Hall, 1993.

5. Manufacturing Engineering and Technology, Kalpakjian, Addision Wesley Congmen Pyt. Ltd. 2000.

6. Production Technology HMT
Additional Study material & e-Books
l.Nptel.ac.in
2.VTU. E- learnins.

Website and Internet Contents References
l. .ac.rn

SI.No Masazines/Journals website

I Metal FormingMagazine http : //www.metalformingmagazine. com/home

) International Journal of Material Forming https://lin k.springe r.com fiournal I L2289
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o Each full question will be for 20 marks.
o There will be two full questions (with a maximum of four sub- questions) from each module.
o Each full question will have sub- question covering all the topics under a module.
o The students will have to answer five full questions, selecting one full question from each module.

Module
No.

Lecture
No. Content of Lecture

o/o of
Portion

I

Introduction to Metal cutting:

22.5

I Onhogonal and oblique cutting. Classification of cutting tools:
') Single, and multipoint; tool signature for single point cutting tool
3. Mechanics of orthogonal cutting; chip formation. Merchant circle diagram.
4. Shear angle and its significance
5. Cutting tool materials and applications. Numerical problems.
6. Introduction to basic metal cutting machine tools: Lathe- Parts of lathe machine
7. Accessories of lathe machine.
8. Various operations carried out on lathe.
9. Kinematics of lathe. Turret and Capstan lathe.

2

Milling:

22.5

10. Various Milling operations, classification of milling machines.
1l Vertical & Horizontal milling.
12. Up milline & down milline. Indexins: need of indexine.
13. Compound & differential indexing.
t4. Drilling: Difference between drilling, boring & reamins, Wpes of drillins machines.
15. Boring operations & boring machines.
16. Shaping, Planing and Slotting machines-machining operations and operating

parameters.
17. Grinding: Grinding operation, classification of grinding processes:
18. Cylindrical, surface & centerless grinding.

3

Introduction to tool wear :

20

19. Tool wear mechanisms, tool life equations.
20. Effect of process parameters on tool life.
21. MachinabiliW. Cutting fl uid-types and applications.
')) Surface finish, effect of machining parameters on surface finish.
23. Economics of machining process, choice of cutting speed and feed.
24. Tool life for minimum cost and production time.
)5 Numerical problems.
26. Numerical problems.

4

MECHANICAL WORKING OF METALS:

22.5

27. lntroduction to metal forming processes & classification of metal formins Drocesses.
28. Hot working & cold working of metals.
29. Forsins: Smith forsins. drop forsins & press foreine.
30. Forging Equipment, Defects in forging.
31. Rolline: Rolline process, Angle of bite.
32. Types of rolling mills.
JJ. Variables of rolling process, Rolline defects.
34. Drawing & Extrusion: Drawing of wires, rods & pipes, Variables of drawins process.

35. Difference between drawing & extrusion. Various Wpes of extrusion processes.

5
Sheet Metal Operations:

12.5
36. Blanking, piercing, punching, drawing

Page 3
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37. Draw ratio, drawing force, variables in drawing,
38. Trimming, and Shearing. Bendins - Wpes of bendins dies.
39. Bending force calculation, Embossing and coining.
40. Types of dies: Progressive, compound and combination dies.

INTRODUCTION TO METAL CUTTING:
l. Explain briefly orthogonal cutting & oblique cutting?

2. Explain with neat sketch single point cutting tool nomenclature

3. Explain the Merchants circle diagram & analysis?

4. Derive the equation for shear angle of Ernst Merchant solution with assumptions.

5. In an orthogonal cutting, the following data were observed : depth of cuFO.25mm,horizontal force:ll35N,thrust
force=ll0N,rake angle:2O0,width of cut:4mm,cutting velocity:30m/min,chip thickness ratio:0.47.Determine friction
angle, shear plane angle, resultant cutting force & the power required

6. What is tool wear? Explain its different types.

7. Define tool life. List the factors affecting tool life.
8. Explain briefly tool failure criteria.

9. What are the desirable properties of cutting tool material

10. What are the desirable properties of cutting fluids

I l. Explain briefly the salient features of HSS, carbides coated carbides, ceramics

12. List the various methods of measuring the chip-tool interface temperature.

13. Explain with neat sketch the different zones of heat generation in metal cutting.

14. Explain briefly heat distribution in tool-work piece in metal cutting.

15. What is Lathe? Classifo.

16. Explain constructional features ofTurret and Capstan Lathe.

MILLING, DRILLING, SHAPING, PLANING AND SLOTTING MACHINES:
l. Difference between l) up milling and down milling 2)Face & end milling.

2. With the help of neat sketch explain the horizontal milling m/c

3. Explain the nomenclature of milling cutter with its neat sketch

4. Explain briefly the various operation of milling m/cs

5. Define indexing. Name the different methods.

6. Explain compound indexing method

7. Differentiate simple indexing & differential indexing method

8. Show the calculation for indexing 87 divisions in a milling m/c by compound indexing method.

The following Brown & type index plates are available.

Plate No.1 t5 16 17 l8 19 20

Plate No.2 2t 23 27 29 3l 33

Plate No.3 37 39 4t 43 47 49

9. With the help of neat sketch explain the following operations l)Reaming 2)Boring 3)Counter sinking 4)Tapping

10. Explain the nomenclature of drill bit with its neat sketch.

I l. With the help of neat sketch explain the radial drilling m/c

12. List the drill bit material.

13. Find the time required for drilling a 18mm (D) hole in a workpiece having thickness of 5Omm.Assume cutting speed of
l2mtr/min &feed 0.2mmlrev.Tool approach:O.29D & tool over travel is l.5mm

MECHANICAL WORKING OF METALS
1. How do you classi! rolling processes?

2. What are the different types of rolling mills?

3. Derive the expression for rolling load.

Page 4
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4. What is the effect of front and back tension in roll pressure? Sketch curves to indicate these effects.
5. Discuss briefly the defects in rolled products.

6. Calculate the rolling load if a steel sheet is hot rolled from a 40 mm thick slab of width 760 mm. The reduction in
thickness is achieved is 30 %o and the roll dia is 900mm. The plane straight flow stress is l4OMPa at the entrance and
200 MPa at the exit from the roll gap because of the increasing velocity. Assume the coefficient of friction as 0.3. is the
roll speed is 100 RPM, what power is required to drive the rolls?

7. The thickness of the metal strip is reduced from 5mm to 4.5 mm thick by cold rolling.
8. Determine the roll pressure at entrance at the neutral point and the exit in the absence of the front and back tension. The

coeflicient of friction of 0. l. mean flow stress is 350 N/mm2 and the dia of the roll is 50 cm. assume no side flow.
9. Explain the process of wire drawing.
10. With a neat sketch explain the features of a fypical wire drawing die.

I l. Discuss the optimum cone angle in drawing dies used in wire drawing.
12. Derive an expression for drawing force.

13. What ado you meant by redundant work in wire drawing process?

14. Classifl different [processes used in tube drawing. With the help of a neat sketch explain the process using moving
mandrel.

15. Discuss the defects in drawn wires and rods.

16. Asteelwireisdrawnfromaninitial dial2.5 mmtoafinaldiameterof lOmmatthespeed of 120 m/min.thehalfcone
angle of the die of 60 and the coefficient of friction at the die - wire interfaces is 0.12, yield strength is 210 N/ mm2.

Determine the draw force the power required, assuming there is no back tension applied.

17. Determine the drawing stresses to produce a25 o/o reduction in a l5 mm steel wire. The flow stress is given by os:1200
eo25MPa. If the wire is drawn at 5 m/s, determine the power required to produce the deformation . Also calculate the
maximum possible reduction.

18. Calculatethedrawingloadfor40%oreductionofareaof25mm*6mmannealedmildsteelstripusing12mmradius
dies, and compare this with the load using straight tapered dies, i) of the same entry angle ii) of the same mean angle.

Assume F: 0. l. Neglect the effect of redundant work.

19. Define extrusion. Give a brief classification of extrusion processes.

20. Explain the process ofdirect extrusion.

2l. How does direct extrusion different from indirect extrusion?

22. Write a note on extrusion of seamless pipe.

23. What are the defects in extrusion?

24. Write a note on extrusion equipments.

25. What are the different extrusion dies? Explain with simple sketches.

26. Calculate the maximum force required for extrusion of cylindrical aluminum billet of 50 mm dia and 75 mm length to

final dia of l0 mm. The average tensile yield stress for aluminum is 170 N I mm2. Also estimate the loss of total power

input in friction.

SHEET METAL OPERATIONS
l. What is a curling die?

2. Explain with sketch a compound die.

3. Write a note on die and punch materials.

4. What are the different forming methods?

5. Explain the terms - blanking, Drawing, coining and embossing.

6. Describe with a neat sketch difference between blanking and piercing.

7. Explain draw ability and LDR in deep drawing.

8. List advantages and limitations of deep drawing.

9. With an example explain how the size of a blank is calculated for drawing a cup?

10. Show the set up of drawing cups by deep drawing.

I L It is required to punch a hole of lOmm dia in a mild steel of lOmm thickness. Determine

whether it is feasible or not, taking shear strength of a plate as 600 N I mm2. And compressive

strength of the punch as 2000 N/ mm2. If it is not possible what could be done to produce this hole?

Page 5 k
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12.

13.

14.

15.

A blanking die is required to handle blanks of 150 mm dia on 3 mm thick M S sheet. Each blanking takes place in 0.25
sec. Shear strength of M S sheet is 400 N/mm2. Find the power of driving motor (Neglect frictional losses).
Estimate the shear angle on a punch used to produce a hole of 50 mm dia in steel plate of 3 mm thick with an ultimate
shear stress 450 N I mm2 , if the blanking force is one half of the force using a punch without shear. Assume a
penetration of I mm before rupture.

Estimate the blanking force required to punch 20 mm * 25 mm rectangular blank form 1.5 mm thick metal strip, if the
ultimate shear strength of the material is 450 N / mm2. Also calculate the work done if the percentage penetration is 20
Yo of the material thickness.

It is required to punch a It is required to punch a round blank of 25 cm form a 2.5 mm thick sheet , with zero shear angle
on the punch. What is the maximum cutting force required? Calculate the average force required if fraction of
penetration is 0.3. Also determine the energy required to punch the blank. ( Take shear stress : 80 N I mm21

Facultv : M. A.Hiop

FIH

Examination S+ S A B c D E 7o Passing

Julv 2019 Result Awaiting
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Subiect Title COMPUTER AIDED MACHINE DRAWING
Subiect Code 18ME46A IA lVlarks 40

Number of Lecture Hrs / Week 05 Exam Marks 60

Total Number of Lecture Hrs 70 Exam Hours 03

CREDITS _ 03

FACULTY DETAILS:
\ame: Prof. BIRADAR.A.M Designation : Asst.Professor 0xperience: I 1

No. of times course taught: 02 lspecialization: Machine Design

Sl. No Branch Semester Subiect

0l Mechanical Engineering Ur CAED

02 Mechanical Ensineering III Mechanical Measurements

1,. To acquire the knowledge of CAD software and its features.

2. To familiarize the students with lndian Standards on drawing practices.

3. To impart knowledge of thread forms, fasteners, keys, joints and couplings.

4. To make the students understand and interpret drawings of machine components leading to

preparation of assembly drawings manually and using CAD packages.

5. To acquire the knowledge of limits, tolerance and fits and indicate them on machine drawings.

generate

Having successfully completed this course, the student will be able to draw and use modeling software's to

CO Description

col Identif, the national and international standards pertaining to machine drawing.

coz Understand the importance of the linking functional and visualization aspects in the preparation of the

part drawings

co3 Apply limits and tolerances to assemblies and choose appropriate fits for given assemblies.

co4 Interpret the Machining and surface finish symbols on the component drawings.

co5 Preparation of the part or assembly drawings as per the conventions.

\r
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PART A
INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER AIDED SKETCHING
Review of graphic interface of the software. Review of basic sketching commands and navigational commands.

Sections of Solids: Sections of Pyramids, Prisms, Cubes, Tetrahedrons, Cones and Cylinders resting only on their bases

(No problemson, axis inclinations, spheres and hollow solids), True shape of section.

Orthographic views: Conversion of pictorial views into orthographic projections of simple machine parts with or without
section.(Bureau of Indian Standards conventions are to be followed for the drawings), Hidden line conventions,

Precedence of lines"

Thread forms: Thread terminology, sectional views of threads. ISO Metric (Internal & External), BSW (Internal and

External),square, Acme and Sellers thread, American Standard thread.

Fasteners: Hexagonal headed bolt and nut with washer (assembly), square headed bolt and nut with washer (assembly)

simple assembly using stud bolts with nut and lock nut. Flanged nut, sloffed nut, taper and split pin for locking, counter

sunk head screw, grub screw, Allen screw.

PART B

Keys and Joints: Parallel, Taper, Feather Key, Gib head key and Woodruff key

Riveted joints: Single and double riveted lap joints, Butt joints with single/double cover straps (Chain and zigzag using

snap head riveters).
Joints: Cotter joint (socket and spigot), Knuckle joint (pin joint) for two rods.

Couplings: Split muff coupling, Protected type flange coupling, Pin (bush) type flexible coupling, Oldham's coupling and

Universal coupling (Hook's Joint).

PART C

Limits, Fits and Tolerances: Introduction, Fundamental tolerances, Deviations, Methods of placing limit dimensions,

Types of fits with symbols and applications, Geometrical tolerances on drawings, Standards followed in industry.

Assembly Drawings: (Part drawings shall be given)
l. Plummer block (Pedestal Bearing)
2. Rams Bottom Safety Valve
3. LC. Engine connecting rod
4. Screw jack (Bottle tyPe)
5. Tailstock of lathe
6. Machine vice
T.Lathe square tool post (15 Hours)

Sl No Semester Subject Topics

01 vil Proiect work Drawings, Part Modeling

02 v/vr Design of Machine Elements l/ll Fasteners, Keys and Joints, Rivets and Assembly drawings

SL.No Real World Mapping

0l Industrial drawings and design of various components

02 IUodel creation for analysis

03 Development of a software applications

ttb
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Details
-eftering, Line, Methods of dimens

Assembly APPlication

1.

2.
3.

Primer on Computer Aided Machine Drawing.2oo7,,Published y VTU, Belgaum.

,Machine Drawing" N.D.Bhat&v.M.Panchal, Published by charotar Publishing House, 1999'

'Machine Drawing', N

CBS Publishers, New Delhi,
7.

2.

"A Text Book of ComPuter

2007.
'Machine Drawing', K.R.

Aided Machine Drawing", S. Trymbakaa MurthY,

Iication.

and K. Venkata ReddY, 3

2. ,.Machine Drawing," N D Bhatt, 44s Edition, charotar Publishers, 2009.

3. "Machine Drawing", Dhawan' S'Chand Publications' 2uu5'

4. "Machine Drawing" ,P'S.Gill, S'Chand Publications' 2005'

Edition, New Age Publishers, 2007.

Webstte -d Internet Contents References

Journal of Aircraft
trte.n'atioral Journal of Solids

joilmutoruurufacturing

Ame.ic"n Fattener.{qg4{

l1|::il:1ff:inT:lt;Alfil:i, and drawing shan through use or software on A3/A4 sheets. Sketch book and au the

drawing printouts shall be submitted'

Scheme of Evaluation for Internal Assessment (40 Marks)

4z

9.0

10.0

1)

2)
3)
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(a) Class work (Sketching and Computer Aided Machine drawing printouts in A4lA3 size sheets): 20 Marks.
(b) Intemal Assessment test in the same pattern as that of the main examination: 20 marks.

Scheme of Examination:
Two questions to be set from each Part A, parl B and Paft C.

Student has to answer one question each from Part A, Part B for 25 marks each and one question from Parl C for 50 marks.

Part A
Part B
Part C

x25 :25 Marks
x 25 :25 Marks
x 50: 50 Marks
Total: 100 Marks

INSTRUCTION FOR COMPUTER AIDED MACHINE DRAWING EXAMINATION
l. No restriction of timing for sketching/ computerization of solutions. The total duration is 3 hours.

2. It is desirable to do sketching of all the solutions before computerization.
3. Drawing instruments may be used for sketching.

4. For Part A and Part B, 2D drafting environment should be used'

5. For Part C 3D part environment should be used for parts assembly drawing and extract 2D views.

Module
Lecture

No.
Content of Lecturer

%o of
Portion

PART-A

MODULE 1

1

INTRUDUCTION TO COMPUTER AIDED SKETCHING: Review of graphit

interface of the software. Review of basic sketching commands and navigationa

commands. 3.84%

2
Starting a new drawing sheet. Sheet sizes. Naming a drawing, Drawing units, grid and

;naD.

J

Sections of Solids: Sections of Pyramids, Prisms, Cubes, Tetrahedrons, Cones and

Cylinders resting only on their bases (No problems on, axis inclinations, spheres and

irollow solids). True shape of sections

15.38%

4
5

6

7

8

9

0
I
2 into orthographic projections. Ol

(Bureau of Indian Standards

den line conventions. Precedence

lf lines.

J

4
5

MODULE 2

6 Ihread Forms: Thread terminology, sectional views of threads. ISO Metric (Intemal

k External) BSW (Internal & External) square and Acme. Sellers thread, American

Itandard thread.

ls.38%

7

8

9

20
al headed bolt and nut with washer
(assembly) simple assembly using s

nut, taper and sPlit Pin for locking,

icrew, Allen screw.

2t
22
23

24
25

PART-B
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Keys & Joints :

puJf"f key, Taper key, Feather key, Gib head key and Woodruff key

]-5.38%
MODULE 3

26
27
28
29
29 niveted Joints: Single and double riveted lap Jolnts, Dutt Jorils wltlr surBlE/uuuurr

;over straps (chain-and zigzag, using snap head rivets). cotter joint (socket and

;pigot), knuckle joint (pin joint) for two rods'
30
3l
32

15.38%

MODULE 4

JJ

34
Couplings:
Sp-fiifrf"?f 

"oupling, 
Protected type flanged_coupling, pin (bush) type flexible coupling,

Oldham's coupting anO universal coupling (Hooks' Joint)

35

36
)t
38

39
40

34.5t%

4l
42
43

44
45

46
47

l. Plummer blocks (Pedestal Bearing)'

Z Rams bottom safetY valve'

). I.C. Engine connecting rod

4. Screwjack (Bottle tYPe).

5. Tailstock of lathe.

i) Machine vice.

7. Tool Head ofa shaPer

48

49

50

5l
52

53

54
55

56

57

58

59

60
6l
62

63

64
65

66

67

68

59

70

q

MODULE 5
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Assignment 1:

University Questions
on Section of solids
and Orthographic
views

Students study the
Topics and write the
Answers. Get practice
to solve university

Unit 1 of
syllabus

lndividual Activity.
Printed solution
expected.

Book 1, 2 of the
reference list.
Website of the
Reference list

Assignment 2:

University Questions
on Thread forms and
fasteners

Students study the
Topics and write the
Answers. Get practice
to solve university

lndividual Activity.
Printed solution
expected.

Book 1, 2 of the
reference list.
Website of the
Reference list

Assignment 3:

University Questions
on Keys, Joints and
Riveted joints

Students study the
Topics and write the
Answers. Get practice
to solve university

lndividual Activity.
Printed solution
expected.

Book 1, 2 of the
reference list.
Website of the
Reference list

Assignment 4:
University Questions
Couplings

Students study the
Topics and write the
Answers. Get practice
to solve university

lndividual Activity.
Printed solution
expected.

Book 1, 2 of the
reference list.
Website of the
Reference list

Assignment 5:
University Questions

on Assembly
Drawings

Students study the
Topics and write the
Answers. Get practice

to solve university

lndividual Activity.
Printed solution
expected.

Book 1, 2 of the
reference list.

Website of the
Reference list

Students study the
Rivets applications
from Real World
Example view. Gain

Knowledge of Rivets

Applications.

Syllabus with
Real World
Mapping

Group Activity.
Student Group
need to perform
Project and do a

brief Report

Mini Project

Rivets based for the
students groups

All Books I paper
Resources / Study
Material. All
lnternet / Web
resources.

MODULE l: SECTIONS OF SOLIDS
Section of pyramids

l. An equilateral hiangular pyramid of base side, 40 mm and height 70 mm rests with its base on the HP such that
one of its slant edges parallel to VP. A section plane perpendicular to VP and inclined at 63o to HP cuts the

pyramid by passing through one of its lateral faces at a height of 9mm above the HP. Draw the FV, sectional top
view and sectional side view along with the cut solid.

2. An equilateral triangular pyramid of 30mm side of base and axis 60mm long rests with its base on HP such that

one ofthe base edges is inclined at 45o to the VP and nearer to it. It is cut by a section plane inclined at 60o to the

HP and perpendicular to the VP, intersecting the axis at 40mm from the vertex. Draw the FV, sectional views

from the top and right side along with the cut solid. Also project the true shape of section.

3. Fig p2.3 shows the sectional side view of an equilateral triangular truncated pyramid. Determine the true shape of
section. Also find the inclination of the section plane with reference plane and size of the pyramid.

4. A triangular pyramid of base sides 50mm and axis 80mm long stands vertically with its base on the HP, such that

one of the base edges is perpendicular to VP. A sectional plane perpendicular to VP and parallel to one of the

slant edges of the pyramid passes at distances of 25mm from it. Draw the sectional top view and true shape of
section. Also determine the inclination of the section plane with the reference plane.

a

No. lPaper
1 2

2 Unit 2 of the
syllabus

4

3 Unit 3 of the
syllabus

6

4 Unit 4 of the
syllabus

8

5 Unit 5 of the
syllabus

10

6 t2

14.0
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5.

4.

A cone of base diameter 50mm is resting on its base on the HP. It is cut by section plane perpendicular to the Vp,
so that the true shape of cul section is a triangle of base 40mm and altitude 63mm. locate ttre section plane and
determine the angle of inclination of the VT with the reference line XY. Draw the front view. Determine the
height ofthe cone. Also draw the apparent section and true shape ofsection.
A cone of base diameter 50mm and height 60mm stands with its base on the HP. It is cut by a VT inclined at 70o
to the reference line XY and is passing through the apex of the cone. Draw its front view, iectional top view and
true shape ofsection.
A cone of diameter of base 60mm and axis length 70mm is resting on its base on the ground. It is cut by two
section planes. One is parallel to contour generator and l0mm away from it, while the other is parallel io the
opposite contour generator. Both the cutting planes lean towards the base, intersecting each other on the axis of
the cone. Draw the sectional plan, elevation and the left side view. Also draw the true shape of section with
respect to any one of the section planes. Name the curve thus obtained.
A cone of diameter of base 50mm and axis length 70mm is standing with its base on the HP. It is cut by a section
plane inclined at 40' to the VP and perpendicular to the HP cut s the cone at a distance l0mm in front of its axis.
Draw the top view, sectional front view and true shape of section.

Sections ofcubes
A cube of 45mm edge rests on one of its faces on the ground with its base edges equally inclined to the Vp. A VT
perpendicular to one ofthe solid diagonals cuts the solids through one ofits base corners. Draw the sectional top
view, true shape of section and determine the inclination of the section plane with the reference plane.
A hexahedron of 50mm side rests with a face on the HP such that one of its vertical faces is inclined is 30" to the
VP. A section plane parallel to the VP and perpendicular to the HP cuts the cube at a distance of 20mm from the
farthest vertical edge from the observer. Draw its top view, sectional front view and true shape of section.
The true shape of sectiorr of a hexahedron is an equilateral triangle of side 50mm. Position the cube of suitable
size on the HP and locates the VT. Determine the inclination of section plane with HP and size of the cube. Also
draw the sectional top view and true shape ofsection.

4. A cube of 40mm side is cut by a VT, so that the true shape of section is an equilateral triangle of sides of
maximum length. Draw the sectional top view and true shape of section. Determine the inclination plane to HP
and measure the length of the sides of the equilateral triangle.
The true shape of the section of a cube is a rhombus having diagonals of 60mm and 50mm. Draw the projections
of the cube keeping it on base using a suitable position. Determine the size of the cube and the inclination of AIP
with the HP. Also check the true shape of section.
A hexahedron of 40mm sides is cut by a section plane, so that the true shape of section is a rhombus of sides of
maximum length. Draw the sectional top view and the true shape of section. Also find the inclination of the
section lane with the reference plane and the size of the rhombus.

Sections of orisms
A Rectangular prism of height 75mm and cross section 60X37.5mm is resting on its base on the HP with one of
its shorter base edges parallel to VP.A VT whose width betrveen its ends is equal to the longer base edge cuts the
prism through one of the extreme base edges and pass through the lateral face opposite to that base edge. Draw
the front view and true shape of the section. Measure the inclination of the section plane and sides of the true
shape.
A rectangular prism of height 80mm and cross section 48X32mm is resting on the HP with its base. It is cut by a
section plane in such a way that the true shape of section is a square of sides of maximum dimension. Draw the
front view and determine the inclination of section plane to the reference plane. Also draw the sectional top view
and true shape ofsection.
A square prism, sides of square faces 40mm and height 80mm rests with its base on the HP with a vertical face
inclined at 30o to the VP. It is cut by a plane inclined at 50o to the VP and perpendicular to the HP and is l5mm
from axis nearer to the observer. Both that inclined faces and the section plane lean towards the same direction.
Draw its top view, sectional front view and true shape of section.
An equilateral triangular prism of 60mm base side and axis length l00mm is resting on the HP with its axis
vertical and one of its base edges parallel to the VP and nearer to it. It is cut by an inclined section plane
perpendicular to the HP and 60o to the VP and l0mm in front of the axis. Draw the sectional front view and true
shape ofsection.

@yl!nders
A cylinder of base diameter 50mm and 70mm is resting with its base on the HP. A section plane inclined at 50o to
the VP and perpendicular to the HP cuts the solid at lOmm in front of it. Draw its top view, sectional front view
and true shape of section.

l.

2.

J
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5. A triangular pyramid of5Omm side of base and axis length 80mm rests on its base on the HP with one of its base

edges perpendicular to the VP.A section plane perpendicular to the VP and parallel to one of the lateral faces of
the pyramid passes through at a distance of 25mm from the apex. Draw the front view, sectional top view and true
shape of section. Determine the inclination of the section plane with the reference plane.

A triangular pyramid base 50mm sides and axis 80mm long, resting on its base on the ground with one of its base

edges perpendicular to VP, is cut by two section planes, both perpendicular to the VP and are inclined at 45o to
the HP, meet the axis at its mid-height. Both the section planes lie on either side of the axis and lean towards the

base of the pyramid. Draw the front view, sectional top view and the combined true shape of section.
A triangular pyramid of base sides 50mm and 80mm long, resting on its base on the ground with one of its base

edges perpendicular to the VP, is cut by two section planes, both perpendicular to the VP and are inclined at 45'
to the HP, meet the axis at its mid-height. Both the section planes lie on either side of the axis and lean upwards.
Draw the front view, sectional top view and the combined true shape of section.
A triangular pyramid, base 40mm sides and axis 60mm long, resting on its base on the HP with one of its base

edges parallel to the VP. A section plane passing through one of the base corners of the pyramid and the two slant
edges at 20mm and 30mm above the HP cuts the pyramid. Draw the front view, sectional top view and true shape

of section. Determine the inclination of the section plane with the reference plane.

A triangular pyramid of base sides4Omm and axis length 60mm is resting on its base on the ground with one of its
base edges parallel to the VP and nearer to it. It is cut by two section planes both perpendicular to the VP and

inclined to HP and meet at one of the base corners of the of the pyramid which is at equidistant from the other

two base comers. One of the section planes is inclined at 45" to the HP and cuts the left slant edge while the other

section plane is inclined at 60o to the HP and cuts the right end slant edge. Draw the front view, sectional top view
and true shape ofsection"
A triangular pyramid of base sides 50mm and axis 65mm long rest vertically on its base with one of the base

edges inclined at 30" to the VP and from it is such a way that the apex will be at 35mm in front of the VP. A HT
inclined at 45o to XY line cuts the pyramid at l0mm in front of the axis. Both the section plane and the reference

base edge of the pyramid lean towards right side. Draw the resulting sectional view the true shape section.

A square pyramid of base side 45mm and axis length 70mm rests on its base on the HP in such way that all of its
base edges are equally inclined to the VP. It is cut by a section plane perpendicular to the VP, inclined at 45o to

the HP and bisecting the axis. Draw the sectional top view sectional side view and true shape of section.

A square pyramid side of base 40mm and altitude 60mm has its base on the HP with an edge of base inclined at

30o to the VP. It is cut by a VT, passing through one of the extreme base comers and the center of gravity of the

pyramid. Draw the sectional top view and true shape of section.

A square pyramid of base side 35mm and axis length 65mm is resting on the HP on its base with a side of base

inclined at 30o to the VP. It is cut by a plane perpendicular to both the HP and VP and is l0mm away from the

axis. Draw its top view, front view and true shape of section.

A hexagonal pyramid side of base 30mm and altitude 70mm is rests with its base on the HP and with a side of
base parallel to the VP. It is cut by a cutting plane inclined at 35' to the HP and perpendicular to the VP and is

bisecting the axis. Draw the front view, the sectional view looking from the top and true shape 0f section.

A pentagonal pyramid side of base 40mm and altitude 70mm is rests with its base on the HP and with a side of
base parallel to the VP and 25mm from it. It is cut by a horizontal cutting plane and is bisecting the axis. Draw the

front vierv and the sectional view looking from the top.

Sections of tetrahedrons
A tetrahedron of sides 60mm is resting on the HP on one of its faces, with an edge perpendicular to the VP and

the nearest base corner is 25mm in front of it. A VT, whose angle of inclination 55' with the reference line XY
cuts solid by passing through the axis at a height of 40mm above the base. Draw the resulting sectional view and

true shape ofsection.
Fig p.l6 shows two concentric equilateral triangles. It is the resulting sectional view of a tetrahedron resting on its

baie on the HP which is cut by a VT. Complete the projections of the cut solids. Determine the height of the full
solid and the position of the section plane.

Sections of cones

A cone of base diameter 50mm and axis length 65mm rests with its base on the HP. Draw the true shape of
section made by a section plane perpendicular to the VP and inclined to the HP at 50" and passing through an end

point on the circumference of the base circle of the cone.

7.

8.

9.
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iiD ISO screw thread profile of pitch 5Omm indicates ali proportions and dimensions.
iv) Two views of hexagonal headed bolt with nut for a 30mm diameter bolt. Take length of bolt equal to
l25mm.

v) Castle nut.
4. Make neat and proportionate sketches of the following.

i) Acme thread,
ii)Two view of M20 hexagonal bolt with flanged nut. Consider length of the Shank as l50mm,
iii) Counter sunk head screw.

5. Draw a proportional neat sketch of a Knuckle joint to connect two rods of 20mm dia. Indicate all the proportions
with dimensions.

6. Sketch a proportionate sectional front view of a knuckle joint to connect two rods of diameter 20mm. Indicate a
few important dimensions in terms of diameter'd'.

FASTNERS:
l. Draw two views of

a. Hexagonal bolt and

b. Square headed bolt of size 25mm dia and l00mm long. Indicate all the dimensions.
2. Draw the three views of an ISO+hreaded hexagonal bolt l40mm long, 24mm diameter and a threaded length of

60mm, with a hexagonal nut. Indicate all the proportions and actual dimensions.

PART-B
MODULE 3: KEYS AND JOINTS:
l. Draw the tow views of a sunk key fastening a boss to a shaft of 40mm diameter. The noncircular views of the

assembly should be shown in half section. Indicate the actual dimensions and empirical proportions of the key.
2. Sketch to l:l scale, inserting all the dimensions, tow views of a wheel boss fixed to a shaft by means of a

sunkgib-head key using the following dimensions. Diameter of the shaft:S0mm, diameter of boss:l00mm, length
of boss:75mm.
Using empirical proportions for the gib-head key, the view showing the length of the key should be drawn in
section. Indicate the actual dimensions of the key.

3. Draw in assembly the flat and hollow saddle keys for 40mm diameter shaft. Use empirical proportions. The
drawing should be completely dimension.Draw the feather key locked to a shaft of 40mm diameter fastened to a
boss. Show the non circular view of the assembly in half section. Fully dimension the drawing.

4. Sketch to l:l scale, inserting dimensions, two views of a boss fixed to a shaft by means of rvoodruff key.

Diameter of the shaft is 50mm. diameter of the boss is l00mm. the length of the boss is 75mm.

RIVEGTED JOINTS:
l. Draw the top view and sectional front view of double rivets butt joint with cover plates withzigzag riveting. The

thickness of plate is l4mm. Show at least three rivets in on one row and two rivets in the adjoining rows. Indicate
all the dimensions. Use snap head rivets and show all calculation on the drawing sheet.

2. Draw free hand proportionate sketch of a double riveted butt joint with double cover plates and zigzag riveting as

indicated below.
3. Sectional front-view, ii) Top view. Take a plate thickness:l0mm and indicate clearly all dimensions on the

drawing. Use a scale of fulI size.
4. Prepare free hand sketch of two views of double riveted butt joint with single cover plate to connect two plates of

9mm thick. Adopt chain riveting. Use snap head rivets. Show three rivets in a row. Mark all proporlions on the

views.
5. Draw to l:l scale, top and sectional front views of a double riveted chain lap joint. The thickness of the plate is

9mm. Show at least three riyets. Use snap rivets. Indicate all the dimensions.

6. Draw a neat sketch of a double riveted butt joint with single strap. The rivets are to be arranged in a zigzag

fashion. Assume and indicate the dimensions and show the calculations.
'7 . Draw the sectional front view and top view of a double riveted lap joint with zigzag riveting to connect two plates

of l2mm thickness.
8. Draw the following views of a SOCKET and SPIGOT COTTER JOINT used for joining two rods of diameter

20mm: i) Sectional front view. Ii) A view looking from socket end.

9. Make a neat and proportionate free hand sketch of a socket and spigot type cotter joint showing sectional front

view and side view from socket end, When the diameter of the rods is to be 20mm.
10. Sketch proportionately the half sectional front view of socket and spigot cotter joint assuming diameter of

rods:20mm. Indicate all proportions with dimensions. Prepare parts list.
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A cylinder of base diameter 50mm and axis 70mm is resting on the HP with its axis vertical. A section plane
perpendicular to both the HP and the VP cuts the cylinder at 15mm right of the axis. Draw the projections of the
cylinder showing the true shape of section.
A cylinder of diameter of base 45mm and height 70mm long rests on its base on the HP. It is cut by a plane
perpendicular to the VP and inclined at 30o to the HP and meets the axis at a height of 30mm above the base.

Draw the front view, sectional top view and true shape of section.
A cylinder, 60mm diameter of base and axis 80mm long rests with its base on the HP. A section plane passing

through one of its extreme end points on the circumference of its base circle and a point on the axis at 49mm from
the base cuts the cylinder. Determine the inclination of the section plane with reference plane. Also draw the
sectional top view and the sectional side view.
A cylinder of dbase diameter 50mm and axis l00mm long rests on its base on the HP. A VT cuts the cylinder to
the HP through the mid point of the axis. Draw the front view, sectional plan and true shape of section.
A triangle of base 60mm and height 75mm is the front view3 of a cut cylinder of base diameter 60mm and height
75mm sectioned by two cutting planes. Draw the sectional views looking from the top and right sides. Also
project one of the true shapes of section and determine the inclinations of the section planes.

ORTHOGRAPHIC VIEWS

l. Draw the following views of machine components Sectional FV, TV, Left side view.

MODULE 2: THREAD FORMS:
L Draw neat sketches to indicate conventional represe3ntaion of the following:

D BSW thread having pitch 50mm.ii) Acme thread pitches 60mm. Show at least 3 threads in section.

2. i) Draw proportionate sketch of the locking device for a nut, use 20mm diameter Bolt using split pin.

ii) Sketch any one type of Grub screw.

3. Draw neat and proportionate sketches of the following.

2.

4.

5h
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I l. Sketch neat and proportioned sectional front view of Knuckle joint to connect two round rods of 25mm diameter.

Indicate all proportions with dimensions. Show the parts list.
12. Sketch the sectional front view of a cotter joint with sleeve to connect two rods of diameter 25mm. Indicate all

proportions with dimensions. Add a parts list.
Sketch neat and proportionate figure of Knuckle joint showing sectional front view and top view. Take diameter

of rods as 25mm.
Sketch a neat proportional fiont view ofa socket and spigot cotterjoint indicating all proportions to connect rods

of 25mm.

MODULE 4: COUPLINGS:
l. Draw i) half sectional front view with top half section and ii) Side view of a protected type flange coupling to

connect two shafts of diameter 25mm each'

2. Prepare free hand sketches of a protected type flange coupling as per instruction given below: i) Sectional

elevation with top half in section. Ii) Right view. Take diameter of shaft D:30mm and a scale of l:1. Indicate

important dimensions on the sketches.

3. Prepare free hand sketches (half sectional front view-top half) of a protected type flange coupling for a shaft of
30mm dia adopt. Standard proportions add side view. Mark important dimensions/proportions on the views.

4. Draw to I : I scale, the following views of a protected tlpe flange coupling (diameter of shaft:20mm):
vi) Front view with top half section.

ii) Left view looking form the nut end. Indicate important dimensions, add parts list.

5. Draw the following views of a I-INIVERSAL COUPLING used to connect two rods of diameter 20mm:

i. Sectional front view.
iD Profile view.

6. Draw a free hand sketch of a flanged nut assuming the nominal diameter to be 20mm.

7 . Draw a neat and proportionate sketch of a protected type of flanged coupling to connect two shafts of 25mm

showing the following views.
i) Front view with top half in section.

ii) Simple top view.
iii) Right side view.

8. draw if Uatf sectional front view, with top half in section ii) side view of a bushed pin type flange coupling to

connect two shafts, each of diameter 30mm.

i) prepar.e a neat and proportionate free hand sketch of a bushed-pin type of flexible coupling to connect two shafts

of jgmm diameter for the following views: i)Front view with top half in section. Ii) Side view form pin-head end.

15. Sketch neat proportional halfsectional front view ofprotected type flanged coupling to connect two shafts of
20mm diameter. Indicate all proportions with dimensions. Prepare parts list.

16. Sketch the following view of a Flanged coupling (protected type) to connect two shafts of 20mm diameter'

D Front view with top half in section.

ii) Left side view.
17. Sketch half sectional front view of a flange

Indicate all proportions. Add parts list.
18. Sketch sectional front view of a Universal

dimensions, add parts lists.

19. Draw the following, views of pin type flexible coupling, to connect to shafts of 30mm diameter.

D Front view with top half in section,

ii) Side view from the Pin end'

20. Sketch the sectional front view of a flexible coupling to connect two shafts of 25mm dia with all dimensions.

PART-C

MODULE 5: LIMITS, FITS AND TOLERANCES
l. Define Limits, Fits and Tolerances

2. Explain with neat sketch Types of fits with symbols and applications

ASSEMBLY DRAWINGS: (Part drawings should be given)

l. Details of a .,pLUMMER BLOCK" are shown in fig. Assemble the parts and draw the following views with all

important dimensions. I) Left half sectional view. Ii) Top view.

2. Fig. shows the details of "SCREW JACK". Assemble the parts and draw the following views i) Front view

13.

14.

coupling unprotected type to connect two shafts 20mm diameter.

coupling to connect two rods of diameter 30mm. indicates all
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showing right half in section and ii) top view.
Fig. Shows the details of "SCREW JACK". Assemble the parts and draw the following views i) Sectional
Front view and ii) Top view.
Fig. shows the details of a "Rams bottom safety valve". Assemble the parts and draw the following views.
Dimension the drawings. I) Front view in section. Ii) Top view.

5. Details of a "PLUMMER BLOCK" are shown in fig.1.2. Assemble the parts and draw the following views of the
assembly. I) Front view showing right half in section. Ii) Top view.

4.

6.

7.

Fig. shows the details of an I.C Engine Connecting Rod. Assemble the parts and draw the following
Dimension the drawings. I) Front view with top half in section. Ii) Top view.
Fig. shows the details of a Tail-Stock of a Lathe. Assemble the parts and draw. I) Sectional Front view.

views.

Ii) Top
view.

8. Fig. shows the details of a "CONNECTING ROD". Assemble the parts and draw the following views. Dimension
the drawings. I) Front view and ii) Top view.

Examination S+ s A B c D E F % Passing

2Ot7-18 (EVEN) t4 15 10 04 10 04 NL 100

2018-19 (ODD) 07 05 08 06 04 00 00 100

2018-19(EVEN) o2 o4 07 08 09 o2 00 100

i{r^P'
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Subject Title MATERIAL TESTING LAB

Subject Code I8MEL47A CIE Marks 40

Teaching Hours / Week(L.T.P) 0:2:2 Exam Marks 60

Credits 02 Exam Hours 03

FACULTY DETAILS:
Name: Prof. Mahantesh Tanodi Designation: Asst. Professor Experience: 08 Years

No. oftimes course taught:02 Jpecialization: Machine Desim

Sl. No Branch Semester Subiect

0l Mechanical Engineering I MES

02 Mechanical Engineering III Mechanics of Materials

fraction ofphases and grain size.

2. To understand mechanical behavior of various engineering materials by conducting standard tests.

3. To learn material failure modes and the different loads causing failure.

4. To leam the concepts of improving the mechanical properties of materials by different methods like heat treatment,

surface treatment etc.

1. preparation of specimen for Metallographic examination of different engineering materials. To report microstructures

of ptain carbon iteel, tool steel, gray C.I, SG iron, Brass, Bronze & composites.

2. Heat treatment: Annealing, normalizing, hardening and tempering of steel. Metallographic specimens of heat heated

components to be suppliJd and studenls should riport microstructures of furnace cooled, water cooled, air cooled,

temiered steel. Studints should be able to distinguish the phase changes in a heat treated specimen compared to

untreated specimen.

3. Brinell, Rockwell and Vickers's Hardness tests on untreated and heat treated specimens.

4. To study the defects of Cast and Welded components using Non-desffuctive tests like:

a) Ultrasonic flaw detection

b) Magnetic crack detection

c) DYe Penetration testing.

CO Course Outcome
RBT
Level

POs

c209.1
Determine the hardness of the various materials by different

hardness test methods.
Ll,L2,L3 PO1,PO2,PO3,PO4,PO6,

c209.2 Evaluate the impact strength of materials by Izod and Charpy test. Ll,L2,L3 PO 1,P02,PO3,P04,P06,PO9

c209.3
Evaluate the strength of different materials on universal testing

macltine.
Ll,L2,L3 PO 1,PO2,PO3,PO4,PO6,PO9

c209.4
Determine the tensional strength of the given mild steel specimen

on tensional test rig.
LI,L2,L3 POl,PO2,PO3,PO4,PO6,

c209.s Identiff the metals based on theilrn,"Igst gglure. L ,L2,L3 P02,PO3,P04

c209.6 Modiff the properties of metal specimens by heat treatment L ,L2,L3 P02,PO3,P04

c209.7 Evaluate the Progressive loss of the material & coefficient of L ,L2,L3 POl,PO2,PO3,PO4,PO6,

c209.8 eonduct non destructive tests on given metal specimens. Ll,L2,L3 PO I ,PO2,PO3,P04,PO6,P09,PO l0

Total Hours of instruction 52

Page 1
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PART B

5. Tensile, shear and compression tests of steel, aluminum and cast iron specimens using Universal Testing

Machine
6. Torsion Test on steel bar.

7. Bending Test on steel and wood specimens'

8. Izod and Charpy Tests on Mild steel and C'I Specimen'

9. To study the wear characteristics of ferrous and non-ferrous materials under different parameters'

10. Fatigue Test (demonstration only)'

'Tnnins / Relevence
SL. No Semester Subject

0l m/IV Machine Shop Lab

02 VA/I Design of Machine Elements
Generation of components for project

02 VIII Proiect work

rwA.! t r vr re r"Frr'__b

Testing of Matelials by using various equipments
SL.No

0l
02 Heat treatment Procedure

th Edition, McGraw Hill, 2009.

2. William D. Callis

ing" PHI' 2002

2. Donald R. Askland and pradeep.p. phule, fne Science and Engineering of Materials' Cengage Learning, 41h Ed',

2003.
1 C.otg. Ellwood Dieter, Mechanical Metallurgy, McGraw-Hill'

material & e-Books

ilt"*tuootoruut".iattScienceand- William Callister

ketches should be drawn neatly for questions asked in Internal Assessments

sessment (40 Marks)
pattern as that of the main examination: 4Omarks'

Conduct of Practical Examination:
l. eiif"Ulr"tory experiments are to be included for practical examination'

2. Students can pick on, .*p.ri..nt from the questions lot prepared by the examiners'

WeUsite and Internet Contents Refer

2. Materials Science - Quali$ Gate Exam

oualifrsate.com/dow-nloa 20mondaUMaterial%2OScience%20IISc'

website
Sl.No Magazines/Journals
I tr4ateriats foday - Journal - Elswier

www.springer.com ) Home >

Evaluation of Materials
2 ilrnat or uaterats pngineering and

Performance - SPringer

'Page 2 ' 5Y
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Scheme of Examination:
ONE question from part -A: 30 Marks
ONE question from part -B: 50 Marks

Viva -Voice: 20 Marks
Total: 100 Marks

l. What are the objectives of testing materials?
2. Define stress and strain. In what unit it measures.

3. State hooks law
4. Is this applicable to all materials.
5. Define the terms a) elastic limit b) proportional limit c) yield point d) yield strength e) resilience f) toughness.
6. Does all material have yield point? Give example.
7. What is the use of tensile test?
8. What factor should be considered in selecting the gauge length?
9. Which property in tension test is an indication of stifhtess of material?
10. What are the difference between proportional limit and elastic limit?
I l. Distinguish between the yield point and yield strength?
12. Distinguish between resilience and toughness.
13. Describe the events that occur when a specimen under goes tension test.

14. How is stress calculated?
15. What additional measurement must be made to determine the true stress?

16. Describe the difference between brittle and ductile materials.
17. Give reasons as why the working stress must be less than the ultimate strength of the material.
18. What is UTM? Describe the mechanism
19. Describe the different types of strain measuring apparatus.

20. List some uses of compression test.
21. Explain compression fractures of the following materials a) cast iron b) wood) c) steel.

22. Define the following terms a) neutral axis b) centroidal axis.
23. Are torsion specimens subjects to other than shearing stress during the test? Ifso what are these stresses.

Expt
No

Hour Name of the Experiment Vo Of
Portion

I 4 Preparation of specimen for Metallographic examination of different engineering
materials. Identification of microstructures of plain carbon steel, tool steel, gray c.I,.

42.85

2 4 Preparation of specimen for Metallographic examination of different engineering
materials. Identification of microstructures of SG iron, Brass, Bronze & composites.

3 4 Heat treatment: Annealing, normalizing, hardening and tempering of steel.
4 4 Hardness studies of heat-treated samples.
5 4 To study the wear characteristics of ferrous, non-ferrous and composite materials for

different parameters.
6 4 Non-destructive test experiments like, (a). Ultrasonic flaw detection, to study the

defects of Casted and Welded Specimens.
7 4 Non-destructive test experiments like, Magnetic crack detection and Dye penetration

testing, to study the defects of Casted and Welded Specimens.

57.15

8 4 Tensile tests of metallic and non metallic specimens using a Universal Testing
Machine

9 4 shear tests of metallic and non metallic specimens using a Universal Testing Machine
l0 4 compression tests of metallic and non metallic specimens using a Universal Testing

Machine
I 4 Torsion tests

2 4 Bending Test on metallic and nonmetallic specimens.
3 4 Izod and Charpy tests on M.S. Specimen.
4 4 Brinell Hardness test

5 4 Rockwell Hardness test
6 4 Fatigue Test.

- Page3 s1
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24. What physical property of the material is determined by means of an impact test?
25. ln what unit is the results of impact test are given.
26. For impact test why are the notch specimen used.
27. lilhat is the difference between charpy and izod test.
28. Define hardness. Why hardness test is conducted instead of tension test.
29. What physical properties of a material can be estimated from hardness test?

30. What is the unit of brinnel hardness number?
31. What is stress concentration?
32. Why is minor load applied? Before seffing the Rockwell measuring dial.
33. What is meant by term Fatigue of the metals?
34. Define the following terms. In discussing fatigue tests, stress cycle, maximum stress range of stress minimum stress

normal stress, alternating stress, amplitude, mean stress, fatigue life, fatigue limit, stress ratio, SN diagram, cycle ratio,
fatigue strength, fatigue ratio.

35. If a material endurance limit how would you estimate its fatigue life.
36. State the resemblance and difference between creep and slip.
37. Does wood creep. State evidence for your answer.
38. Define wear of the material.
39. Name different types of wear.
40. Define micrography.
41. Describe the various steps involved in preparation of specimen for micrographic examination.
42. Why it is necessary to wash specimen thoroughly between each stage of the processes during grinding and polishing.

43. What is a function of an etchant?
44. Describe the features of phase diagram.
45. What is the difference between eutectic and eutectoid?

46. Explain the cury point on iron. Iron carbide equilibrium diagram'
47. What is allotropy?
48. Sketch structure and describe the characteristics of ferrite austenite, cementite and martensite and binite.

49. What is annealing? What is the purpose of annealing the steel?

50. How normalizing differ from annealing as applied to steel.

51. What are the advantages of the normalizing process in respect to the final propefties?

52. Describe the hardening process. Where does the effect occur after hardening of steel?

53. Explain what happens in steel when it is quench hardened.

54. Name several quenching media.

55. What is age hardening

UniversitY Result

Examination s+ S A B C D E 7o Passing

2018-19 22 8 I I 100

2017-18 25 28 09 08 03 100
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lA Nlarlis

No ol [,ecture Hrs + Practical [lrs/ week

Total No of Lecture+Practic:rl Hrs

Erarr. Marl.s
Erlrn Hours

CITEDITS - 02

ation: Assl.Pt otessttr

Prereq uisite Su bj ects :

Branch

M cch irn ica l [: n s i ncet-i rr I
Me clran ical F-nqinecrin

Course Ob.iectives
I -fo guide studerrts to Lrse flltin:, tools tr.r perlbn fittirlg operatit)rls

2 '['o provicle an insig)tt rrr rl il-l crent nraehine tools. acccssories atld a1 i;lchlncllls.

3'l'o trail stgclents ipto litring ancl nrachining opel'atiolls ttl erlrich tlle ir practicll sliills

4 T9 ipculcatc tealn qLralitics ancl expose stttclcnts to sltt-rp fltltlr actir ilrcs.

,5'l'o eclucatc stuclerrts atrout ethical, t'nlirotrttretttal arrrl sal'et) statrdarcls,

Course 0utcomes
'flte s1r-rdent, alte r sLrcccsslirl cortrpletiorl olthe cotr|se . u ill bt: able to

CO

co3 Capabtc o1'

CO,l Able Lo pcrl'b

Course Outcome

Course Content

PART - A

Preparation ol at least 1u tl

rnarking gartge, ll les. hacli
PART - B
preparati.n ol'threc uroclcls on lallrc irrr,r.rlvins - Plain turnirrg. 

-l'a1,,:i tttrtrittg. Slcp ttrrllirlg.'fhreacl

cutiing. Facirg. Knurlirrg- Drilling. Ilolirrg. Internal 'rhleacl cu11inr,r and Eccentric turnittg

L.xcr-cises sSotr lcl ipclLrclc sclcction o1-cLrtting parartletcrs atlcl ctrttirlg tirrc estinlation

PART -C
Cuttitrg 9l-V (i199r'ci clttrctaili'lleclarlgttlal'qrooye Ltsittg a sltapct

Cutling o1'Gcar 1'ecth trsirlg l\'lilling lVlacltirle'

[]xerci-ses shoLllcl inclucle scilcotion of cutting paratretcrs atlc'l cttttirrs tirne estitnatiorr

0i

snlicq1

Ilr I

nl

Cogn itivc
Levcl

litting nrode ls ttccot'ding to drau'in-qs tLsing fitling tools

ou1 an\ liind ot'opct.ation on Machine too[s (l-athe)

lr';p,"*g r"rioi,i rtp.t ni intr-t n..rtrt.Lj'tu tt.t. giueir tiirtlensitrtls

lll r'"11Y ::.. !l1tlll-*'ll' !l g' 11 9l!l'lrye9ql9\
Total Hours ol' instruction

PART A

fitting.joint nroclels b1, proficie nt hanclling aucl applicatiott tif hartci tools- Vblock.

sau, clri lls etc.

IV B EVen
Sem.( 2O19-2t]

ricnce:30 Years
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Course plan
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Subiect Code 40

I00
0i

inecialization: I PF-

Sl. No Scmr';ter

0l I LIVI t:,

02

Pos

1. r ,12
)o l. PO5

1_r 12
)ol.l]()6. I']o9

I-2.1-l )O I, PO6, PO9

I_2,L-l )o l. [)()6
52
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Relevance to future subjects

SL, NO Semester Subiect 'Iorrics / Relel ance
0l Mirchilre tool and opertrtions Provides basics of nrachine tools to lte Lrsed irr Machinc

Shop Lab

o2 VIII Proiect work Generation of cornponents tbl proiect

Relevance to Real World

Produc i n t clifl-erent rroclels trv rnachining proccss

Prod ucin products fbr asserrbl,r' of rnachines

Books Used and Recommended to Students

Tert Boolis
[. Worksho;r Tcchnologl'bv llazraC'haLrdharr r,'ol I &r,ol ll
2. Frrnclarre'ntals ol'rtretll cutting lrnd \4lclrirtc tools Rr B [..lurrc']a

Rel'ercnce Books
1. Machine'Iool Operaliorts [3-r' r\rrLrp (ioel

2. Metal Processing Il tlY l(e'stoor Pt'ltveett

Additional Sturh' mateiirt C,'-rl.u,r.i
A Textbook of Metal processing eBook By O P Khanna PDF.

Website and Internet Corttents Rel'et'cnces

l. lrttps:,/r'en.wil<ipeclia.org/uilii,Machine shop

2. https://www.arneslab.gol' ttrltcieqtripment/rnachine-shop

:,//www.nptel ac.in

Real Worlcl Mapping

Relevant Websites (Reputed Universities and Others) for
Notes/Anim ation/Videos Recommended

Magazines/Journals Used and Recommended to Students

N'l3g4 zi n <.VJ ql! ! !141! \\ cbsite

lnternationalJournal of Machine tool and

ma nufactltre
f Q url]]]1.ti . .r.l i iut4lie{-i I4l- t rLl u,q-h-tnq1t tr q].i:

lnteflrational .lournal o1- Mechatlical and

Materials Engg

InternationaI .lour.nal o1- Prccisioll engg hlt;,.1:/irvu'u,. sprirrger.c tr ru i c ngin ce rineiprod uct ion+engineering/.jour

and manufacturin rali t2-5-l I

lnternational JoLtt'nal ol l\4ach inc tool

design and l{csearch

hltp :,// r'r u,u,. sc i e n cecl i rc ct. c o nr, s c i cnce/.i o Lr ru a I /002 0 7 3 5 7

Examination Note

lnternal Assessment:
Theoretical aspecls as rvell as re lcYant sl<etches shoLrld be drar.r,D neatly 1br cluestions irsl<ed in lnterrral Asscssments

Scheme ol'Evaltration fot' lntct'ttirl Assessnrent (40 Marlis)
(a) lnternal Assessnte nt tcst in llrc snrlrc paltcrn as that of tho ttlaitt exittttitltrlirrn 40marl<s.
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Course Delivery Plan
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Expt
No

Lecturc/Practica I

No
Name of the Experinrent ,h of

Po rtion
I I InlloclLrction to valious l'lttin,, lools.

41 (tl

2 2 [)erlbrrning f itting opelations

J -l
IntlodLrctiolr to r aIiorrs ntacltinc tools

4 4 []acing arrcl plain turning. Kntrrling and thrc:ad crrttinq

5 5
Tapel tLtrnin-{ zrncl eccentric

rectarrgLrlar groove cutting

1ufllnrg V groove cutting ancl

6 (t l'o stLrcll thc inclexing ancl nrilling utachine opelation

1 7 Pcrtbrnr scal toorh cuttin-u on rrilling nurclrinc
8

8

'l-o 
trnclerstancl the ctrttinq tool ptu'an'rctcrs o1'single point cuttin-9

lool r.rsing bench grinder

42.39
9 L) lJnderstancl surface ntillirrg,/slot lnillins
l0

t0
[)enrclnstlatc thc prccaLrtions and srrll'tr nteasLrrcs tbllolvecl in

nraohine shclp

tl il Kca rr rtr crrLtin-u,'slot crrlling on shaper'

QUESTION BANK

l. l.Deflne lathc
2. List the operirtiorrs perfbrnrcd on the Iathe

3. What are the priricipal parls of'the latlre?
,1 VarioLrs parls nrouuled on the Iallie''l
5. Mention the tvpes of ireaci stock
6. Mention the lbrrr 11pes o1- tool posl
7. What is an apron?
8. Mention the specificalions of the lathc
9. List the types o1'Iathe
I0. Define senriautornatic Iatlre

I l. State the various feed mechanisrrs o1-thc lathe

I 2. List 4 hold ing clev ices

li. Delrne 'Conicitl'?
[4. Adr.'arrtages o1- capstart lathe ancl tLtrrcl ]atltc
15. Define toolin-s
16. Whal are 3 stage tool litloLtt
I 7. Detine shaper
18. List and erplain Irt.rportatrt par'1s of'shapcr'
I9. Dr iving l\lcchanisnr involvcd in sltapcr
20. l.isr lilrrl crIlrritt Sh,rpirr: r)purilttr'tls
2 t. Principle o1'shapirig
22. Classification of shaping nrachinc
23. Specifications of rnilling tnitchitte

rl.rli q 44 ;; I 9 et tl iI! tl!.t,li p"n" 
"i 
ts efidrcts

.rr prisillr,e lal"c_ ar:glc-
r).f -i:l.rl gQ t i )l I .1,i1-li"!.1 "itn 

glp"

gqq4l a1d qblique c.qtling

2 8-,,VJ i I I ilg q riii' r noru eli t l-ajg!:-e

2.9. Adreltagqr of rn iI |ilg qtiilihltl-u

3 Q.. Dr^_1nq r_i_r.clt:.r !"r"re

-3 l, .Explain" "Li!i v:clsa] di ur dritg hea-djl, 
-W.tr"at i-c s"arr milljp_g?

jl, Explpil ipil,'ge_al c-uttirg
34, 

*"*1qriqm pli:ti o-1.silclp" pain.i c--ulting tqel
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